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A Machine Independent Implementation of a Data Storage Description Language

Anne L. Zörner

This thesis presents the methods, results and conclusions of a design and implementation of a Data Storage Description Language (DSDL). The DSDL chosen was the CODASYL Network DSDL. The design supports storage independent manipulation, for access and reorganisation of partitioned schema records, sets and indexes. The production of a Table Generator to compile the DSDL provided the basic structure and mechanisms of a run-time system for the support of dynamic incremental reorganisation. The project developed storage constructs and techniques for a machine independent Data Storage Description Language and evaluated these ideas through an implementation.

The particular objectives of the project included the evaluation of the efficiency of the techniques regarding the criteria of the storage space of tables and records, time for processing, and ease of reorganisation. By developing a run-time system to control dynamic reorganisation of a database given a new version of the storage schema for the same database.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

The concept of the Conference on Data Systems Languages (CODASYL) was formed during discussions of the Common Business Oriented Language (COBOL) in 1959. By 1965 with the success of COBOL under its belt CODASYL was looking to extend its activities; this they did by creating the List Processing Task Force to develop list processing capabilities for COBOL. Since the term 'list processing' did not fit in with the concept of COBOL, the group renamed themselves the Data Base Task Group (DBTG).

The group's first developments, the Data Description Language (DDL) and the Data Manipulation Language (DML), the schema for data description and the language for host access, were presented in an interim report to the CODASYL Programming Languages Committee in 1969[16]. The revised report[17] published in 1971 was to form the basis of what is now known as the network database system model and has been fundamental to several commercial implementations.

As a result of the interest stirred by the DBTG report, CODASYL, in late 1971, formed the Data Description Languages Committee (DDLC) whose initial role was to clarify the functionality of the schema DDL. Two years later in 1973 the DDLC published the schema DDL as a Journal of Development[18]. At this time the Data Base Administration Working Group (DBAWG), a working group of the British Computer Society (BCS), were incorporated under the auspices of the DDLC.

It was thought to be desirable to have the description of the data separate from the description and control of its storage criterion. Therefore the DBAWG initiated modifications to the schema DDL to remove those storage related aspects, which were present. The DBAWG developed these storage constructs into a language for use by the Data Base Administrator (DBA) which was first published as an appendix to the 1978 DDLC Journal of Development Schema DDL [19].

The Data Storage Description Language (DSDL), into which this language developed, provides the DBA with the ability to tune the logical storage capabilities, including indexes, without affecting
the schema, subschema or application programs. The ability to
reorganise on a dynamic incremental basis was provided in the 1981
JOD[6]. It was the aim of the project reported in this thesis to
show that this functionality was as feasible as it was desirable.

The development of a compiler/processor for the DSDL was seen as the
first aim of the project. Started in 1980 it was hoped to produce
two or more variations on the possible implementations of this
compiler/processor. The first implementation to produce tables to be
stored in some form of 'dictionary', the second as 'assembler' type
code with processors to satisfy the DML requests put to the Data Base
Management System (DBMS). Using these tables and/or code a simulated
run-time system was to be produced to investigate dynamic incremental
reorganisation.

There were various stages to the production of the run-time system.
The design of the data storage and access methods. The design and
implementation of the DBMS, the core of the run-time system. The
specification of methods by which dynamic reorganisation could be
included. Implementation of these reorganisation facilities, and
evaluation of the techniques that were required in the light of
reorganisation. Finally to investigate and possibly simulate the
effect of reorganisation on the storage structures, system structures
and access methods.

Discussions within the DBAWG led to many changes in both the syntax
and semantics of the DSDL. These changes were frequently directly
related to the correctness of the DSDL definition and as such had to
be incorporated in this implementation. This movement in the target
and complexity of functionality implied revision of the time scales
involved. During the latter stages of the compiler development and
the initial DBMS development American National Standards
Institute(ANSI) committee X3H2 produced from the 81 CODASYL DDL what
has become the Network Data Language (NDL) ANSI standard[B2]. The
ANSI version has been adopted by the International Organisation for
Standardisation (ISO) as an International Standard Database Language
NDL[B20]. The decision was taken by DBAWG to develop the DSDL toward
this possible standard. It was felt that the project reported in this
thesis could help in this adaptation if the basis was changed to NDL.
However this proved to be an even more mobile target, because of which a fix was taken on the 1983 version of the ANSI-NDL[B1].

1.1 Structure of the Thesis

Chapter 2 gives a brief description of the various types of database model, and their Reorganisation and Restructuring capabilities, with references to past and present implementations. Presented in Chapter 3 is the functionality of the CODASYL Model including a functional description of the DML, DDL/NDL and DBMS. The DSDL is described in Chapter 4 with particular detail paid to the reorganisation capabilities provided.

The example in Chapter 5 presents the development of an application through the design of a schema and storage schema using the DDL, and DSDL, the effect of the NDL changes are considered, together with the syntactical development of Version 2 of the example.

The Compiler/Table generator is presented in Chapter 6 reflecting on the effect this detailed investigation had on the DSDL.

The run-time system is split into interface and storage mechanisms in chapters 7 and 8, with the effect of reorganisation on the example and run-time system storage structures discussed in chapter 9. The conclusions which have developed during the course of this project are presented in chapter 10.
To understand the concept of a 'database' and the term 'dynamic incremental reorganisation' it is necessary to investigate the various types of database model. Each model is presented together with a comparison of their access and storage methods, with particular reference to implementations. The terms restructuring and reorganisation are defined together with their relationships to the models and implementations.

The term database is said to originate in the 1960's in papers concerning defence systems presented at a symposium sponsored by the System Development Corporation [B26]. The initial definition of the term involved files, entries, keys, and data, but has evolved from simply the means of data retrieval into one which involves storage, definition, access and manipulation of data, and referential and integrity constraints. The latter are rarely part of the integral definition and implementation of a database system.

There are three categories of data model: hierarchical, network and relational.

2.1 Hierarchical

The hierarchical model can be seen as a special case of the network model, where the resultant data structure diagram is an ordered tree or simple set (see Figure 1). Such a restricted data structure diagram is referred to as a hierarchical definition tree. The root nodes can be accessed in order of the hierarchical key by scanning or directly, using either an index or by hashing. From each parent a child record may be accessed either sequentially or via a pointer mechanism. The Information Management System (IMS) is an implementation of such a hierarchical system released in 1968 by Rockwell/IBM and provides HSAM, HISAM, HIDAM, and HDAM access.
methods\{2,6,7,12,14,B35\}. Other hierarchical implementations include BDMS\{74\} and SYSTEM 2000\{12\} which uses inverted files\{6\}.

2.2 Network

The network data model provides additional relationships over the simple set of the hierarchy: related entity sets, cycles, multi-participating record to set relationships and the ability to represent many to many relationships. The representation of many to many and cyclic relationships was fundamental to the 1981 CODASYL network model (see Figure 2).

In CODASYL terminology a set type is the definition of the relationship and a set is an occurrence of the set type. A record type may participate as a tenant in many set types, but an occurrence may not participate as a member of more than one occurrence of the same set type. Each set may be an empty set. A set type may be owned by the system in which case there is only one set occurrence of that type. A cyclic relationship is one where a record type acts as owner and possibly indirectly a member within the same cycle of sets. In Figure 2 there are two cyclic sets, namely: the PATIENT to PATIENT and PATIENT, DOCTOR, WARD relationships. There are also two many to many relationships PATIENT to DOCTOR and DOCTOR to WARD. One of these the PATIENT to DOCTOR relationship has already been broken down into two, one to many sets using the link record P-D. Normally in
the network model these relationships or set types are given names such as DOCTORED BY, where PATIENT DOCTORED BY DOCTOR.

There may be many access paths, and the performance of the database is dependant upon the links maintained. These paths are maintained by the pointer/key system adopted between the owner and member(s) of the sets - where owner and member are particular record types. Detailed expansion of the CODASYL network model follows in Chapter 3.

The predominant disciple of the network model is IDMS {B13, B32, B34}, produced by Cullinane with a second version by International Computers Limited (ICL). The IDMS architecture follows the CODASYL 1971 report of the DBTG. Cullinane has since upgraded it to meet the 1975 CODASYL specification. ICL upgraded their version to include some aspects of the storage schema mentioned in the 1978 appendix to the DDLC JOD, however, it is not known whether this includes any dynamic reorganisation facilities. Indeed the schema still includes area specifications, a storage facility removed from the schema to the storage schema in 1978 as a result of DBAWG representations to
the DDLC. Other CODASYL network type implementations include UNIVAC's DMS1100{B35} (based on the 1969 DBTG report) and BOEING IPAD {B35}.

2.3 Relational

There are now many books and papers written on the subject of relational DBMS's and models, some theoretical others performance related. It is not possible here to develop the total concept of relational theory merely to give substance to the storage perspectives which will be described later. Nor can all books and papers be referenced, however, some of those which either give an overview of all models or performance between models are referenced, from which references containing explicit details may be found.

The true relational model has the underlying mathematical concept of the set-theoretic relation {B34}, which is a subset of the Cartesian product of a list of domains. A domain is a set of values. The members of a relation are termed a tuple, a tuple may be represented by rows of a table, for example SQL/DS{B17} and ORACLE{B24}. All rows should be distinct on the prime key, however, this is not always adhered to, as in IBM's SQL/DS{B17}.

A relational DBMS is one which supports a relational model and its access language may be based on a relational algebra or the relational calculus. The data represented in the model is access path independent, which is achieved by the process of normalisation. The degree of independence is defined by conformity to one of the levels of normalisation. Codd defined three levels of normalisation, Boyce-Codd Normal Form is now named as a fourth {12,14}. Formal definitions of the four normal forms may be found in {B11}. Basically a relation is said to have achieved fourth normal form if:

a. every attribute in a relation is based on a simple domain, i.e. repeating groups have been removed.
b. each non-prime attribute is fully dependent upon every key.

c. all transitive dependencies of non-prime attributes on keys is removed.

d. any multi-valued dependencies which are not also functional dependencies are eliminated.

Third normal form which conforms to the first three points is the most usually adopted form. There are said to be degrees of relational systems, conformity of such systems to the relational data model are categorised explicitly by Schmidt and Brodie [B29] on the work of the Relational Task Group (RTG) of the American National Standards Institute (ANSI). Schmidt and Brodie states that a system should not be called "relational" unless it satisfies the following minimum subset of conditions:

a. 'All information in the database is represented as values in tables.

b. There are no user-visible navigation links between these tables.

c. The system supports at least the select, project, and equi-join or natural join operators of the relational algebra - in whatever syntax is found convenient, but without resorting to commands for iteration or recursion, and with the provision that none of these operators is restricted by whatever access paths have been predefined.'

The result of this investigation of the current system functions was the definition of a language which describes the functionality of a 'tabular relational' database system. This is called SQL after the IBM relational query language SEQUEL (Structured English Query Language) and its developed system SQL/DS (VM/CMS), DB2 (MVS). The language has been produced by the ISO TC97/SC21/WG3 committee as the International Standard, Database Language SQL[B21].

Of hardware based database systems there appear to be three: IDM 500 (Briton Lee) [B29,12,94,95]; DIRECT (University of Wisconsin) [11]; and CAPS (Content Addressable File Store) from ICL. The relation language of IDM (IDL) resembles QUEL of INGRES.

It is not clear which was the first relational system, however the Peterlee Relational Test Vehicle (PRTV) [B29,B35,12] was said to have four versions from 1970 - 78, and must surely have been one of the first. 1975 had seen the production of RAPID (origins STATPAK)
Amongst the next wave were ORACLE [B29, B34, 94, 95]; PASCAL/R [B29, 12, 74]; QBE [B29, B34, B36]; ASTRAL [B29]; MRS [B29, 12, 94, 95]; followed by IDAMS [B29]; IDM [B29, 12, 94, 95]; NOMAD and NOMAD2 [B29, B34]; RAPPORT [B29, 12]; and SQL/DS [B17] which was based on SYSTEM R [B29, B32, B34, B35, 9, 10, 12, 14, 20, 67, 93, 94].

Relational systems use a tuple of a relation like an occurrence of a record or a row of a table, and a primary key value could be seen as the owner of a value based set for equivalent foreign keys. The storage adopted by SQL/DS is not far removed from the CODASYL IDMS logical representation, but without the set pointers, in that it puts individual rows in pages in a dbspace, either sequentially or using an index, where a dbspace is simply a logical collection of logical pages taken from a storage pool of VM minidisks. The access methods used are what it terms a relational scan, or a segment scan in System R[9], where the entire dbspace is searched for all records of the table, order is immaterial, or via a user defined INDEX, which is a b-tree type implementation stored with the table on the same pages. Access should be, according to relational theory, through the Primary Key [B10, B11, B12] however this is not adhered to in SQL/DS where an INDEX can be created on any column or group of columns, uniqueness is not enforced and there can be more than one per table. A simpler implementation by the Science and Engineering Research Council of R-EXEC[66], based on G-EXEC an earlier implementation at the NERC (1973-1974)[40], uses the one table per file structure and predicate calculus to access tuples from the file, where each file self describes the table structure.

2.4 Restructuring and Reorganisation

It is common to confuse the meanings of 'to restructure' and 'to reorganise' [75, 80], therefore it is necessary to define this terminology in order to provide a basis for the rest of the discussion. The most common, but most underdeveloped[89] concept is that of restructuring the logical entities and relationships of the
schema. For example changing the logical structure of the schema DDL by the addition of a column or the redefinition of a table or record and its set access path mechanisms - in the case of the network or hierarchical models. Obviously the underlying logical to physical mapping is also affected as a consequence of such a restructuring.

The aim of reorganisation, however, is to improve performance by providing hidden mechanisms and storage control to improve the access and storage of the data. As such it should have no impact on the logical structure of the schema or associated application programs.

Conversely a restructure implies changes to be made to the schema, subschemas, application programs and to the storage mapping specifications. Wilson [89] describes some of the problems latent in the restructuring of a CODASYL type database and how neither the structure nor the implementations at the time provided these capabilities. In fact no implementation achieved the full capabilities described by the CODASYL system. It was conceivable that future CODASYL type systems would evolve further restructuring capabilities, however the development of relational systems has reduced the desirability of this functionality because of the necessary complexity of network systems.

Hierarchical and Network based systems such as ICL's IDMS, Cullinane's IDMS and IBM's IMS [89,B13] still require unloading and reloading all or part of the database, to implement restructuring. Restructuring is one of the desirable attributes of a Relational system, where there are none of the restrictions of set relationships between the third normal form relations to be maintained. Systems such as SQL/DS, MRS, NOMAD, PRTV and RAPID all provide the facilities required to restructure. For example in SQL/DS new tables may be created at any time, provided the creator has the necessary permissions, and columns may be added using the SQL command ALTER. Columns may only be added to the end of a stored row/tuple. There are no facilities for changing the implied domain of an attribute.

Reorganisation is the collective term by which none logical changes which improve access and storage of data is termed. There are two distinct types of change. First, strategy reorganisation which is the collective term for those changes used to control the allocation of
record occurrences and set linkages to the storage media space. Secondly, physical placement reorganisation which includes garbage collection of dead space and the re-location of record occurrences to make retrieval more efficient.

Further reorganisation has been more highly developed for network systems. Traditionally any reorganisation that systems provided was statically achieved via the use of unload and reload varying the new storage criterion, strategy 2 as described by Sockut [80,81], which implies a block on all user access of the data. A variation of strategy 2 is to reorganise in place (strategy 1) which also blocks user read and update.

An alternative is to reorganise the database dynamically with usage, which may be achieved in one of two ways. By a background concurrent utility (strategy 4 of Sockut) which reorganises a finite part of the database allowing access to the rest of the database. Or incrementally as structures are referenced by the system maintaining full user access (strategy 3). The most common functionality provided by systems is garbage collection, many papers on reorganisation [32,79,82,83,92] refer primarily to algorithms and modelling techniques for performance monitoring and improvement of this type of reorganisation.

Factors which differentiate between the types are based on the finiteness of operation, the time of stoppage, locking and journalising requirements and resource usage costs.

Static reorganisation is a clearly defined finite operation it requires application software to be stopped, potentially for long periods, however techniques such as sorting[20] may be used to improve access performance.

Background reorganisation is a clearly defined operation with an explicit termination point. Applications may be run concurrently as data is reorganised however the data being reorganised must be locked from user access, thus requiring enhanced locking and journalising to control integrity.
Incremental reorganisation runs concurrently with applications, data is reorganised, as necessary, when used, there is no explicit termination point. This causes the most commonly used portion of the database to be reorganised first. As will be shown later this can add a considerable overhead to the application access if not held in check. However the overall cost may be less than a total background reorganisation, in overall resource usage. Not all forms of reorganisation may be incremental, for example new indexes must be created statically.
The main reason for choosing the network architecture was the association with and close theoretical knowledge of the DBAWG's network data storage description language, which provided the desired reorganisation facilities. At no time has a commercial system been developed which provides the full range of these database administrator facilities for dynamic incremental reorganisation.

The main elements to the CODASYL architecture are the database management system (DBMS), the associations in the real world described by the schema (DDL) and the storage definition (DSDL) of the entities in the schema.

3.1 The conceptual framework

A rununit is a user activation of an application program. Using DML statements, the rununit makes a call for data to the Database Management System (DBMS). The DBMS has access to the information necessary to process the request via links to the data description and storage description as can be seen in Figure 3. The DBMS processes the request, obtaining further information from the schema DDL and storage schema DSDL, as required.

The DBMS then uses this information to locate the required record. Physical Input/Output operations executed by the call to the operating system make available to the DBMS the data required. The data required is transferred to the User Work Area (UWA) of the rununit originating the call. The DBMS completes the call by providing status information on the results to the rununit. Information may be required by the DBMS of which the rununit has no knowledge.
3.2 The Data Manipulation Language (DML)

In commercial systems such as IDMS the Data Manipulation Language (DML) is normally embedded in a host language, such as COBOL. As such it is used to READY the database, or parts thereof, for access via the verbs FIND and GET, FETCH, MODIFY, STORE, and ERASE on records or items and CONNECT, DISCONNECT and RECONNECT on records to sets. The
data used is then COMMITted back to the database, and exited via the FINISH statement. Access is given to the database error conditions and keys.

A record is selected by the use of the record selection expressions within a FIND or FETCH. The selection expressions are used to find the required record for example the NEXT RECORD IN THE SET. Full details may be found in {B8} and are described in {B11,B23,B32,B15,B22}.

3.3 The Subschema/Schema DDL

The subschema provides the program application view of the database, which may be the same as the schema view. Conversely it may be a subset of the overall schema view, where the schema view could take account of all data which may be held in the future not just that which is currently required.

The schema DDL is used to describe a logical database, and may be shared by many programs written in many languages. This description is in terms of the names and characteristics of the Data Items, Data Aggregates, Records and Sets included in the database and the relationships that exist and must be maintained between occurrences of those elements in the database.

Sets consist of collections of records one of which may be declared as the owner record type with one or more member record types.

A RECORD is described in terms of data items and data aggregates. This description is independent of any host language.

A DATA ITEM is the smallest named unit of data and may logically be of numeric, Boolean, string or implementer defined type. Items can be further collected into one of two kinds of data aggregate, vectors or repeating groups. An item's type, description and source may be specified, details of the clauses may be found in{B5,B6}
A vector is a one dimensional sequence of data items, all with identical characteristics. A repeating group is a collection of data of differing characteristics which occur more than once. The latter facility is provided by the use of the level numbers nested within an occurs clause, the former by the occurs clause on the same level as the item.

A SET is defined by specifying an owner, an ordering method, error and access control routines and member information. A set may be either owned by a record type or the system. A record type may own any number of sets, but an occurrence of a record, may only own one set occurrence of a particular set type. A record occurrence may be a member of only one set occurrence of a set type, but may also be an owner of a different occurrence of the same set type.

The members of a set may be ordered using any of a number of record ordering strategies (eg NEXT, PRIOR) or they can be held in a sorted order[B28].

Key's in the schema DDL may also be defined for a record type or a set type with participating records ordered by keys.

3.3.1 The Database Language NDL and Associated DML

The Network Database Language (NDL) is the proposed American National Standards Committee (ANSC) Network Database Draft Standard[B2] as devised by the ANSC X3H2 subgroup using the CODASYL 1981 JOD {B5} as their base document. The NDL has since become the basis for an ISO International Standard, IS 8907{B20}.

This is based upon the CODASYL network design but the overall database concepts have changed slightly providing a stricter, more modular approach for the application programmer. This modularisation
may be used to provide an access control tool with a further tool for
transaction control.

Prior to its publication, the DBAWG had removed from the base
document for the standard, all references to storage and physical
device structures and control mechanisms. However the NDL uses the
same fundamental concepts, apart from one or two minor constructs,
and thus requires underlying logical to physical mapping, either by
implementation controls or by using some form of data storage
mapping, such as that provided by the DSDL.

3.3.2 The Differences Between DDL and NDL

During the course of conversion of the DDL into the NDL by the ANSI
X3H2 Technical Committee on Database, many changes were made. Some
of the more important differences which affect the production of an
NDL related DSDL, rather than one based upon the current CODASYL
DSDL, are: schema record keys, conditional data items, source and
result, data check clause on items, null, level numbers for records,
and set selection. All of which occur in the DDL but are not
supported by the NDL, of these only the removal of set selection,
schema record key, and level numbers removes any real functionality
from the DSDL, although functionality is removed from the schema. The
NDL expanded the idea of sets by including the concept of a
structural set.

The removal of set selection implies that the structural application
programmer must provide the routes through and the logical
maintenance of the network. For a STORE on a record, for example, all
the set occurrences into which the automatic member has been inserted
must be the current ones of the associated set types. The
implementation of the Database Management System (DBMS), using the
DDL guidelines, performed this positioning of the set occurrences
required, obtaining the item values for the set selection clause from
the application work area.
The removal of the schema key phrase for a schema record means that the DSDL can no longer directly provide indexes which support next and prior searches on the record type. (A duplicates restriction could also be placed on a record type for this key). However a similar result can be achieved for the record type, if it is a single member type in a system owned automatic set, with sorted order on the same key. A further limitation is that unique keys cannot be enforced.

The removal of the level numbers implies that all the items are now on the same level, removing the data aggregate and repeating group facility from the schema. Thus enforcing some similarity in data modelling techniques to the normalisation process for relational data systems. For example, the following description of the schema record Tetra, for the entity TETRAHEDRON, can be represented in the DDL by one record Tetral see Figure 4.

```
RECORD Tetral
  01 Weight FLOAT 6,2
  01 Sides OCCURS 4 TIMES
    02 Colour CHARACTER 10
    02 Length FLOAT 6,2
    02 Angle-Elev FLOAT 5,2
```

Figure 4. DDL Tetrahedron schema description.

In the NDL this can be represented in one of two ways either by a set type and two record types or one large description. The former description is given in Figure 5 by the set Atetra and the record types Tetra2 and Side.

```
RECORD Tetra2
  ITEM Weight FLOAT 6,2

RECORD Side
  ITEM Colour CHARACTER 10
  ITEM Length FLOAT 6,2
  ITEM Angle-Elev FLOAT 5,2

SET Atetra
  OWNER Tetra
  ORDER FIRST
  MEMBER Side
    INSERTION MANUAL
    RETENTION FIXED
```

Figure 5. NDL(1) Tetrahedron schema description.
The latter description is given in Figure 6 as the large and cumbersome record type Tetra3.

```
RECORD Tetra3
  ITEM Weight      FLOAT 6,2
  ITEM S1-Colour   CHARACTER 10
  ITEM S1-Length   FLOAT 6,2
  ITEM S1-Angle-Elev FLOAT 5,2
  ITEM S2-Colour   CHARACTER 10
  ITEM S2-Length   FLOAT 6,2
  ITEM S2-Angle-Elev FLOAT 5,2
  ITEM S3-Colour   CHARACTER 10
  ITEM S3-Length   FLOAT 6,2
  ITEM S3-Angle-Elev FLOAT 5,2
  ITEM S4-Colour   CHARACTER 10
  ITEM S4-Length   FLOAT 6,2
  ITEM S4-Angle-Elev FLOAT 5,2
```

Figure 6. NDL(2) Tetrahedron schema description.

Before 1981 there existed in the DDL the construct of 'set selection is by STRUCTURAL constraint' each member used in this way had to have in its specification a structural constraint clause for equality with the owner's data items. In December 1980 the DDLC removed this facility from the DDL. The similar functionality of the structural set was added to the NDL as part of the INSERTION clause. If insertion is structural, then the owner record is selected by the DBMS to have values of specified data items equal to those of the record to be inserted.
In general terms the CODASYL Data Storage Description Language (DSDL) defines how data described in a schema may be organised in terms of an operating system and device independent storage environment. As specified by the DBAWG charter, the DSDL is merely a tool for the Database Administrator and was designed to affect the performance of an application program but not to alter its results. There is, however, no direct relationship between the data contained in the database and the storage schema declarations except that the contents of a record may affect the storage representation.

This chapter provides an historical and conceptual account of the CODASYL DSDL and its subsequent associations with the ANSI NDL.

The DBAWG was set up jointly by the British Computer Society (BCS) and the CODASYL Data Description Language Committee (DDLC). The historical overview outlines the course of events from 1971 to the present day; however it must be noted that the major thrust of this project took account only of these changes that occurred pre-1983.

The major concepts of the DSDL are then described with reference to the syntactical description of the DSDL which is presented in the form of syntax graphs in Appendix E. The concepts are enhanced by reference to non-dynamic objectives by functional categorisation, followed by detailed discussions on records, sets and indexes. The effect of the NDL on this functional specification is then described.

To dynamically tune the database the facilities of reorganisation, as described in Chapter 2 are required, these aids are described with reference to type and occurrence descriptions.

The chapter is concluded by a discussion on the effect of the NDL on these reorganisation concepts.
4.1 Historical overview

Two conferences were held by the British Computer Society in 1970 and 1971, the former to discuss the 1969 CODASYL Database Task Group (DBTG) report the latter their 1971 report. As a result of these conferences several working groups were established by the BCS Advanced Programming Specialist Group. The forerunner of the DBAWG investigated "Implementations of the CODASYL DDTG proposals".

Developing these proposals further the group contacted and made presentations to the CODASYL DDLC and Data Base Language Task Group (DBLTG). By 1973 the group had turned its attention to the facilities that must be provided by an implementer but were not as yet covered. Thus the group became the "Development of the CODASYL data base proposals". In September of that year the group presented a paper entitled "Facilities for use by the Database Administrator" to the DDLC. Later that year the CODASYL DDLC approved the charter[18]:

"The DBAWG will develop tools for the use of the database administrator to control the efficient and reliable use of the database."

for the Data Base Administration Task Group and asked the working group to become its nucleus. Wishing to preserve their ties with BCS the group called itself the BCS/CODASYL DDLC Data Base Administration Working Group (DBAWG).

In June 1975 the DBAWG produced a discursive account[4] on storage mapping, integrity control, statistics, restructuring and reorganisation. At this time any references to these constructs were explicitly defined in the CODASYL Data Description Language (DDL). The aim was therefore to remove all references to such storage structures from the DDL.

These structures formed the base definitions of the Device Media Control Language (DMCL). Which was later renamed the Data Storage Description Language and published as an appendix to the DDL in 1978[B5]. The reason for the change was because there are two levels below the schema level:
a. The logical description of the data storage comprising the linkages and structures required to support the schema, provided by the DSDL, and

b. the actual device area mappings and physical descriptions.

The DMCL provides the mapping between the DSDL descriptions and the actual physical devices. The DMCL as a concept seen in the 1971 report of the DBTG[17] is still required in conjunction with the DSDL, however it may be embedded in the database operating system.

The DSDL was first published in 1978 and provided mapping and fragmentation only, no reorganisation capabilities were presented. Further enhancements were undertaken to both the DDL and DSDL and these were published in 1981.

Some of the facilities included in the 1981 DDL were: conditional expressions, checks for owner and member records, Boolean and conditional data items. Arithmetic expressions had been added but not published. Those features which had been removed but encompassed within the 1981 DSDL are: areas, measurement, picture clause, structural, tuning from functional and language categories. Also added to the 1981 DSDL was the concept of reorganisation. Altered but unpublished is the reformed set entry syntax which eradicates the conflict between the OWNER and MEMBER clauses. This error was discovered during the course of this project (see Appendix E.2,F,H).

In 1985 with the demise of the CODASYL DDLC the group dropped the term CODASYL from its name. Work progresses not only on storage schemas, but also Access Control, Distributed Databases {45}, and moving towards the relational arena acting as a primary source of British comment on the ISO SQL. Storage schemas for a relational system are also under investigation.
4.2 Static Functionality of the DSDL

The storage schema is divided syntactically into the entries of storage schema, areas, mappings, storage records, sets and indexes as shown by the syntax graphs in Appendix E. The ordering given to these entries is shown diagramatically in Appendix E.2.

Entries for mapping, storage records and sets are subdivided into sub-entries and then all are subdivided into clauses see Appendix E.2 and Appendix F. Functionally the storage schema can be said to be divided into mapping, storage structures, representation, placement and resource allocation categories. Some of these categories are described further through their association with records, sets and indexes.

4.2.1 Functional and Syntactical Description

The main functions of a storage schema are to control the mapping of records to storage structure representations, to control placement and resource allocation of the structures, and maintain the links supporting access mechanisms. The five entries and the functionality they provide are described briefly.

The storage schema entry merely defines the link to the schema and the version of the storage schema. (See 4.4).

A mapping entry defines the relationship between storage records and schema records. A schema record may be represented implicitly or explicitly by a 1:1 mapping and / or explicitly fragmented by a mapping to n storage records. A conditional mapping is one such that more than one explicit mapping is used depending on some condition(s). The schema record Lens (see Figure 7) is mapped conditionally depending on whether it is a macro lens. This figure is taken from the example system which is to be developed subsequently in Chapter 5.
The storage area entry identifies and defines the characteristics of a storage area within the database. The size of this area is defined both by the number and size of a page and whether the area is expandable. Any type of entity may be defined as placed within an area.

The storage record entry defines a storage record type, its contents and the placement criteria of any occurrence of that type.

A set entry specifies how storage records are to be connected to support a schema set.

An index entry names and specifies the name and type of an index and its placement within a storage area. The details of storage records, sets and indexes are now described further.

4.2.2 Entity-relationship support within the DSDL

Entities and relationships are supported in the DSDL by storage records, sets and indexes.

4.2.2.1 Storage Record organisation

A storage record is the logical representation of the physical description of all or a part of a schema record. Only those records which map the whole of a schema record which are said to be mapped 1:1, may be seen to be directly accessible from the schema, however an intelligent DBMS could identify when a subschema record maps
through to a storage record and therefore only return that storage record not the whole of the schema record.

A storage record is defined in terms of the data items, its links to other storage records (within a partitioned mapping), its placement criteria, of, and in the, storage record, and the effects of reorganisation on and of it.

Data items may be explicitly or implicitly represented in a storage record, all items in a schema record may be represented implicitly or explicitly in at least one implicit or explicit supporting record. The position of a data item is controlled through alignment and the format controls its representation.

Link pointers are those pointers between storage records participating in the same multi-mapping. Link pointers are defined by the LINK clause of the STORAGE RECORD clause. These pointers may be direct or indirect, when there is a storage key index for the record pointed to then that pointer is indirect, for details see 4.2.3. These pointers must provide a closed circuit, that is from any storage record within a multi-mapping it must be possible through one or more other storage records to reach any other storage record of that mapping.

An example of such a link mechanism can be seen by the following description of the storage records L-model, Description, Macro and Whole-desc. The mapping of schema record Lens is multi-conditional to L-model, Description and Macro or L-model and Whole-desc (see Figure 7)

```
STORAGE RECORD L_Model
   LINK TO Description, Macro IS DIRECT
   LINK TO Whole_Desc IS INDIRECT
:
```

```
STORAGE RECORD Description
   LINK TO L-Model
:
```

```
STORAGE RECORD Macro
   LINK TO L-Model
:
```

```
STORAGE RECORD Whole-desc
   LINK TO L-Model
:
```

Figure 8. Specification of link for a conditional mapping.
The implication of the INDIRECT on Whole-desc is that Whole-desc will have an index which is used as its storage key index.

Placement of the data items within a record is ordered as within the storage record definition and specified, justified and aligned depending on the clauses of the data subentry.

A storage record may be assigned to an area and optionally page tuned by means of gross placement and fine tuning. The particular strategy of placement may be chosen to be dependent on values within the schema record, this is controlled by the surrounding IF (condition) THEN placement of the Placement Subentry. For example:

```
STORAGE RECORD Description
LINK TO L-Model
IF Type='ZOOM' THEN
  DENSITY IS 2 STORAGE RECORDS PER PAGE
  PLACEMENT IS SEQUENTIAL ASCENDING Upper
  WITHIN Equipment FROM PAGE 1000 THRU 6000
ELSE
  DENSITY IS 6 STORAGE RECORDS PER PAGE
  PLACEMENT IS SEQUENTIAL ASCENDING Lower
  WITHIN Equipment FROM PAGE 1 THRU 999
```

Figure 9. Conditional placement of Description.

Placement is calculated subject to the fine and gross placement criteria subject to the density specifications. However if the fine adjustments, specified by CALC, CLUSTERED or SEQUENTIAL cannot be adhered to then placement is subject to the gross placement criteria of the WITHIN clause. This can occur when there is insufficient space on the page where the record should have been placed.

CALC placement as specified by the CALC clause is calculated from a defined or implied routine, for dispersion randomly about the page range of the WITHIN clause, if specified. This method provides for the fastest retrieval of ad hoc queries provided all parameters of the function are known.

CLUSTERED placement as specified by the CLUSTERED clause provides clustering via a set. If a schema record is the first of its type within that set occurrence then it is placed near the owner, if NEAR OWNER was specified, then the storage record chosen is the one which acts as the destination of pointers. If a storage record of the same type already exists as a member of this set occurrence then the
storage record will, if possible, be placed on the same page as another of the same type representing its closest position in the set order. Otherwise placement is implementer defined. An ad hoc find on a clustered record could be very expensive if no occurrence is known.

SEQUENTIAL placement specified within a storage record description (Figure 9) ensures that within the specified page range subject to the density specifications any record of that type must be stored in such a way that the system may retrieve those records in the manner specified by the ascending/descending key sequence. This storage method need not be physical but may be kept logically by the system. To retrieve such a record may or may not prove to be expensive.

In fragmenting a record to allow optimal retrieval, the benefits must be weighed against the cost required to recombine such a record, taking into account the efficiency of any optimiser.

4.2.2.2 Sets

Relationships are defined in the schema by sets, which must be supported by the storage schema. The means to support the order and content of a set occurrence is defined in a storage set definition by means of pointers, indexes or identifier values.

Two types of sets may be defined: value based or pointer based sets. Value based sets are connected only at request time, pointer based sets are connected by a combination of logical or physical pointers and indexes.

Such connections may be direct or indirect, where indirect implies the support of a storage key index. The storage allocation for a pointer may be fixed or dynamic. Dynamic implies that no physical record space is retained in anticipation of the record having a set where as fixed allocation implies that space is created for the pointer even if the record is not a member of that set type. The types of pointer are shown in Figure 10.
To support the order of a set occurrence as specified in the schema DDL (see Chapter 3) at least the minimal set of pointers and indexes must be defined. One such minimal set for a non-singular set is an index pointed to by the owner which supports every member record type and owner pointers for each member (Figure 11).

The combinations of pointers must be used carefully when supporting the order of a set, it is possible to provide support which will be detrimental to the speed of retrieval. For example a set is completely linked when each member has a prior pointer and the owner has a last pointer. However if it is used to support a set whose order is ascending on a key then to find the first member of the set and follow its sequence requires a highly intelligent system to perform efficiently. In Figure 12 we see that having found the owner...
the first record may only be found after passing through the entire chain. It should be remembered also that this simple pass is further complicated by fragmenting the schema records into storage records and the linking provided between them, an expansion of these problems is provided in Chapter 9.

![Diagram](image-url)

**Figure 12. An Ordered by Key Set occurrence**

4.2.3 Indexes

There are two types of schema key: those specified to support a schema record and those to support the order within a set occurrence, both types are supported in the storage schema by indexes.

There are three types of indexes: storage key, record key and set indexes.

Storage key indexes are used to support indirect addressing. A storage key points directly to the storage record it is defined as supporting, this index supports only one storage record type. Any storage record linked indirectly to this storage record will not be affected should the record be moved.

Record key indexes support schema record keys or keyed access to schema records using any combination of schema data items, which may imply some order. The latter two providing extra functionality for system record retrieval to that provided by the schema.

Set indexes support schema set representation. Options allow omitted member types, different key types such as the use of sort keys and search keys.
The specification of the USED clause given in Figure 13 is correct according to the syntax and semantics of the DSDL. As the set Manufactures is sorted so all the rules defined in the storage schema (including updates up to December 1980) are adhered to, however after recent debate with the members of the DBAWG it was difficult to see whether the format in the figure is correct or desirable.

```
USED FOR SET Manufactures
   MEMBER Camera
      KEY Model
   MEMBER Lens
   MEMBER Film
      KEY
```

Figure 13. An alternative USED clause to that in Version 1 of the Photographic Storage Schema.

The stored representation of an index is implementer defined however an index is considered to be a sequence of key-pointer pairs or pointers only if no key is involved.

4.3 NDL conformation of the DSDL with the functional changes

As stated in Chapter 3 historically the NDL has as its base the CODASYL DDL, consequently the DBAWG felt it necessary to provide a DSDL which could support a schema defined in NDL. 3.3.2 discussed the changes that were made to produce the NDL, these changes are now discussed as to their affect on the DSDL, and consequently the changes to the DSDL that were necessary.

Facilities which were removed included: schema record keys, set selection and level numbers. The structural set was the main addition.

Schema record keys were supported by the SCHEMA KEY option of the RECORD option of the USED clause. These keys provided a direct link between record access and the indexes of the storage schema, any link between records and indexes for records must now be calculated by an optimiser.
Set selection of the schema provided logical access routes which had to be maintained by the DBMS. The cascade effect of this automatic search and selection had a definite effect on reorganisation, this will be described later in 4.5.

The use of level numbers in the DATA subentry of STORAGE RECORD, enabled the DBA to specify a part of a hierarchy/repeating group with or without specifying individual data items, now the specification of DATA ALL is only at the whole storage record and therefore whole schema record level.

The initial removal of the structural constraint concept by the DDLC caused the value based option for a storage set to have a tenuous place in the storage schema. The rewrite of the syntax rules of SET for value based sets was not resolved. The replacement of insertion by structural set in the NDL provided an excellent hook for value based sets. The main syntax rule specified that value based could only be used if each MEMBER clause of the set type

a. as a structural specification and

b. has a retention clause for specifying FIXED or MANDATORY.

It is not necessary to have a structural set supported by a value based rather than a pointer based structure.

4.4 The DSDL Reorganisation Facilities

'Reorganisation' is the ability to alter the physical structure or access support mechanisms of the database. These changes have already been categorised in Chapter 2 into two types of reorganisation; Strategic and Physical Placement and the methods by which these changes are performed were described as STATIC, DYNAMIC BACKGROUND and DYNAMIC INCREMENTAL reorganisations.

The specifications of the 1981 CODASYL DSDL have been defined so it is possible to use strategic reorganisation and each method of
reorganisation as circumstances dictate. The separation into logical and physical description by schema and storage schema provides the necessary environment for both static and dynamic reorganisation to be performed without affecting the logical structure or application programmes.

The DSDL uses what are termed 'versions' of a storage schema to enable a system to provide reorganisation. A DSDL has a syntactical construct called a VERSION clause. A reorganisable object when initially defined is given a version number which is equivalent to the current version number of the storage schema via a VERSION clause. The current version of a storage schema contains all versions of the object definitions, and the new changed definitions. An object's definition may not change between versions unless it is given the new version number. A version of an object may not be omitted from a storage schema unless all previous definitions are omitted and there are no objects currently stored using that version. However, areas must be statically changed as they do not have versions.

With this version control the DSDL provides the following types of strategic reorganisation.

a. Changes to the mapping of record types on to storage areas, including fragmentation, distribution and data item storage specifications.

b. Changes to the mapping of set types on to storage areas including, access through the storage structure of a set type and the ORDER and SORTED clause storage structures.

c. Changes to the mapping of record occurrences and indexes onto storage areas including, record and index occurrence placement.

d. Changes to the placement of objects relevant to each other.

The DSDL does not provide the means by which garbage collection and index compaction may be controlled.
These changes are now explored by means of the functional descriptions of the objects: Mapping, storage area, storage record, set and index, the triggers of reorganisation of objects will be explored in Chapter 8.

4.4.1 Mapping

MAPPING controls the mapping of storage records to schema records. A new mapping may be an extension of an old mapping or a replacement. Unconditional may become conditional, simple one to one may be fragmented. Any new storage record participating in a mapping must be defined as the object of a storage record entry. The new mapping may also cause new versions of; sets for which this record is a member, indexes used for this schema record, and any storage record which now participates in a more complicated mapping.

4.4.2 Storage Area

A change to a storage area must be incorporated immediately, this is a static reorganisation, but may be done in background (strategy 4 of Sockut) provided it is defined before population.

4.4.3 Storage Record

There are three types of change for a storage record which leads to reorganisation; changed linkages, placement and data storage description. If a storage record now participates in a group or enhanced group mapping then links have to be defined to complete the group linkage. Any indirect pointers to new storage records would require the definition of new storage key indexes. The number of
pointers reserved may change should the number of pointers declared as "allocation dynamic" be altered.

There are no restrictions other than the normal DSDL static rules that a change of placement must abide to. Changes may be to either or both of the gross or fine placement strategies, for example a different area or SEQUENTIAL changed to CALC. Unconditional placement may become conditional to relieve storage pressure points.

Data storage description is also only limited to schema definition restrictions, in that a record could include more or less all of, specify transformations for and include filler space between the items. The space occupied by the record could change, thus implying a change in placement.

All the types of change to a storage record, basically imply a re-calculation of the storage record, unless complicated pre-optimisation is performed.

4.4.4 Storage set

The definition changes to a storage set are based around the linkage mechanisms adopted and the storage records that are used as the containers of the pointers. A set may be changed from value based to hard linkage based, the linkages may be all pointers or a mixture of index(es) and pointers. The storage records which act as the destination and location of the pointers may be changed to others of a mapping or replaced entirely. Whether the pointers always occupy space is dependant on the allocation method specified for each POINTER clause. If the destination record pointer type is changed to indirect a storage key index specification is required.

There are four parts to an index specification; the naming clause, PLACEMENT clause, USED clause and WITHIN storage area clause. The rules for reorganisation state that any new version of an index must contain an identical USED clause (see 3.7.1 INDEX Syntax Rule for Reorganisation 4{B6}), the other clauses may all be changed. Only
those indexes used for a non-singular set may be reorganised
dynamically, all other forms must be reorganised statically or in the
background.

Fine placement changes may be specified for indexes used to support a
non-singular set. The Gross placement within an area (and optional
page range) may be specified for all types of indexes, but only those
used to support a non-singular set may specify STORAGE AREA OF OWNER.

The necessity for an identical USED clause to be specified has some
unforeseen implications, for example any storage record which
participates as a destination record for a DIRECT POINTER from an
index used for RECORD, may not later be changed to be the destination
of indirect pointers from anywhere.

Those records which have an index with the option USED FOR RECORD
specified may not be changed to a new mapping, unless a method of
removing indexes is provided. This is because an object cannot be
removed from the storage schema until there are no occurrences using
that version's description, and an index once created can merely have
new versions which for example have a different placement strategy.

Let us take a schema record Shop and map that onto two storage
records Gen-det and S-addr. A schema key Shop-code for Shop can be
supported by the index Ind-shop, with direct pointers to the storage
record Gen-det. In version 2 another set named Inventory needs
reorganising and may well require the owner record Shop to be moved
about. For this purpose a storage key index is defined for Gen-det.
This would then imply that pointers to Gen-det in the schema key
index Ind-shop would have to be changed to be indirect, a possibility
not allowed for in the rules which govern the USED clause.

To show another example of this inflexibility let us say that in
version 1 we have a default mapping for the schema record
Manufacturer and an index which is USED FOR RECORD Manufacturer as in
Figure 14 The default MAPPING is MAPPING FOR Manufacturer STORAGE
RECORD Manufacturer.
Figure 14. Version 1 of the index Ind-man

For Version 2 we try to create a new mapping for Manufacturer (Figure 15) using the storage records Man-addr and Man-det and then change the index to point to the new storage record Man-addr.

```
MAPPING VERSION 2 FOR Manufacturer
STORAGE RECORD NAME Man-addr,Man-det
;
INDEX Ind-man VERSION 2
USED FOR RECORD Manufacturer
SCHEMA KEY Manu-code
POINTER TO Man-addr
;
```

Figure 15. An invalid specification for Version 2 of Manufacturer

However this has involved changing the USED clause to include a POINTER part, which according to the rules of reorganisation is not allowed, however recent discussions of the DBAWG agreed that this inflexibility was not desirable and that merely the type of index should not be changeable. For example Ind-man created to be used to support the schema key Manu-code could not be changed to be USED FOR STORAGE KEY on Manufacturer.

4.5 The effect of the NDL on reorganisation - its simplifying factors

As was described in 4.3 the changes required of a DSDL to support the NDL rather than the DDL were few. The effect of the NDL on the reorganisation facilities provided by the DSDL was merely consequential, in that the removal of set selection from the NDL removed the automatic search criterion for the current set. When a system has to provide navigation through the sets to find the current
set then there was the possibility of providing set reorganisation of
the pointers involved, which could cascade through all the records of
the set occurrences in question. One of the reasons for this is the
necessity for preserving the connectivity of the set occurrences.
Therefore one of the ways in which reorganisation could be
detrimental to an insert command is removed. Detail of the trigger
effect one reorganisation may have on another is provided in Chapter
8.
5.1 A Conceptual Photographic Schema

It is hoped that by providing an example of sufficient complexity the major facilities, together with their advantages and disadvantages may be demonstrated. The wish of the author is that the unusual nature of the example, a pet subject, should not deter a reader from understanding the complexities but provide an interesting background. The nature of the example has been adapted to demonstrate the facilities of the DSDL, but not to describe a complete application development.

There are many entities which could be included in an example based upon photographic supplies and suppliers. The entities; Camera, Lens, Film, Chemical, Manufacturer and Shop have been chosen to best demonstrate the features and capabilities of the DSDL. However, all possible relationships between the entities have not been fully developed as this would only confuse.

Lenses may have different Mounts which allow them to be used on different Cameras. Processability of Films by Chemicals is dependant only on manufacturers' specifications as to suitability for example colour slide films of the E-6 type should be processed only by chemicals of the E-6 process.

All these items form part of the inventory of at least one shop.

All Items are produced by a single Manufacturer, but a Manufacturer may produce a variety of Items.

These entities and relationships together form the photographic schema which is represented in the Figure 16 and expanded into the specification of the schema DDL given in Appendix A.
5.2 The Photographic Schema

In order to map the photographic entity diagram in Figure 16 onto a network schema each many to many relationships must be converted to a one to many relationship. Each relationship may then be represented by a set.

The environment from which this example is taken includes many other entities and relationships, these include such entities as distributors and sub-manufacturers. Some manufacturers often produce the same items but under different labels. These relationships are ignored here. In addition not all relationships between entities present in the schema are mapped. The relationships which are present in the conceptual schema are represented as sets in the specification of the Photographic Schema (Figure 17)
There are factors other than the representation of entities and relationships which affect the specification of the DSDL. These include the specification of schema keys for records and order on members of a set. Set selection however may be simulated by occurrence driven selection, and since it has been removed from the NDL we will not consider it in this example. Schema keys for records have also been removed from the NDL but these are a feature it was felt necessitated inclusion here, in order to provide simple direct keyed access. The ordering and key types for sets have been chosen with the specific intent of enabling a full description of the complexities and effect of reorganisation to be demonstrated.

5.3 The Photographic Storage Schema

It is envisaged that a storage schema could be designed in order to improve the access times for queries, or the storage of records, or
both. However the time required to store records might be sacrificed
to improve retrieval times. Let us say that for this example we wish
to provide a retrieval oriented database. Some of the queries could
be: "What chemicals can I use to process this film?" "What can I
purchase in that shop?"; "What lenses can I buy for this camera?". 
These queries could be refined using item values for selection
criteria.

Let us first examine the query "What chemicals can I use to process
this film?" In order to find the chemicals we need first to locate
the record which details which type of film it is that we wish to
process. The records Film, Process and Chemical are simple records
for which we will default the mapping of each onto its default
storage record. The entry is through the Film and therefore we will
use CALC placement for quick retrieval of the record Film. To ensure
that the Process records are near by that can be used on this film,
we use set CLUSTERING near owner via the set Processed-by, and store
the Chemical records so that they may be found through the set
Used-in or scanned using the SEQUENTIAL order of Type and Make.

STORAGE RECORD Film
DENSITY ONE STORAGE RECORD PER 3 PAGES
PLACEMENT CALC USING ASA
WITHIN M-s FROM 1 THRU 4999
DATA ALL

STORAGE RECORD Process
DENSITY 3 RECORDS PER PAGE
PLACEMENT IS CLUSTERED VIA SET Processed-by
NEAR OWNER
WITHIN F-ch FROM 1 THRU 4999
DATA ALL

STORAGE RECORD Chemical
PLACEMENT IS SEQUENTIAL ASCENDING Type, Make
WITHIN F-ch FROM 5000 THRU 9999
DATA ALL

Figure 18. Version 1 of the storage records Film, Process and
Chemical

If the query had merely requested the process by which this film
could be developed, then the query should be answerable from the
Process record without recall to the Chemical records.

The records within the set Processed-by are stored in the default
order with the simplest link mechanism of FIRST and NEXT pointers.
The details of the Chemical is then found by retrieving the owner of the set that this Process is Used-in.

```
SET Processed-by
  OWNER
    STORAGE RECORD Film
    POINTER FOR FIRST
  MEMBER
    STORAGE RECORD Process
    POINTER FOR NEXT

SET Used-in
  OWNER
    STORAGE RECORD Chemical
    POINTER FOR FIRST
  MEMBER
    STORAGE RECORD Process
    POINTER FOR NEXT
```

Figure 19. Version 1 of the sets Processed-by and Used-in

The storage area mapping then looks like that depicted in Figure 21 in the storage area F-ch, where all Films, Chemicals and the linking Process are stored. The legend given in Figure 20 identifies the characters used to define the pointers for the storage records in the figures. Figure 21, Figure 24, and Figure 27 detail the storage of records within the areas as defined for version 1 of the example storage schema (see Appendix B). The storage area is depicted by the large box inside the figure, in which each schema record is depicted by a box internal to the storage area. A mapping to the schema record, is then represented internally by its constituent storage records and the links between them. At this stage no record is divided across storage areas. Set linkages are represented by FIRST, LAST, NEXT and PRIOR pointers or the destination record for all OWNER pointers. Those pointers which are across storage areas are named externally to the storage area box but internal to the figures.

```
O - Owner
F - First       N - Next
L - Last       P - Prior
I - Index      
D - destination
```

Figure 20. Legend for Figure 21 Figure 24 Figure 27
Let us examine the necessary criterion for a storage schema which supports the query "What items can be purchased in that shop?". Another way of looking at the query is to say "What is that shop's inventory?". Let the query be supported by access from the Shop record but that all the necessary information for this query can be satisfied by access to the Item records in the set Inventory. This should just produce a list of the items but no details. The details
may be found by locating the owners, the actual Items, through the sets F-item, C-item, Ch-item and L-item.

The shop could be found either through its Town or Chainname by splitting the record into two storage records, Gen-det and S-addr. Let Gen-det hold the general information such as the chainname of the shop and the VAT number, and S-addr all the address information.

MAPPING FOR Shop
STORAGE RECORDS ARE C-model, Mod-det

STORAGE RECORD NAME IS Gen-det
LINK TO S-addr IS DIRECT
PLACEMENT IS CALC Chain USING Chainname
WITHIN M-s FROM 500 THRU 999
  01 Chainname :

STORAGE RECORD NAME IS S-addr
LINK TO Gen-det
PLACEMENT IS CALC Town USING Town
WITHIN M-s FROM 500 THRU 999
  01 Address
    DATA ALL

Figure 22. Mapping and storage record specifications for Shop.

Both storage record types are placed in M-s, the area that holds the information on Manufacturers, Shops and Inventory information.

Having found the Shop, using the CALC key Chainname, the set Inventory is searched. The set can be searched in Item-code order, the defined order as specified in the schema, either ascending or descending because a full pointer specification in the storage schema can be specified as in Figure 23

SET Inventory
  OWNER
    STORAGE RECORD Gen-det
      POINTER FOR FIRST, LAST MEMBER
      DESTINATION OF DIRECT POINTERS
  MEMBER
    STORAGE RECORD Item
      POINTER FOR NEXT, PRIOR TENANT
      DESTINATION OF DIRECT POINTERS

Figure 23. Set Inventory version 1

A similar query "Which shops does a Manufacturer supply?" has the same format, although this time a different placement strategy has been used. The intermediate record Supplier must be used to fulfil
the many to many mapping between Manufacturer and Shop. The resultant storage area configuration is then given in Figure 24.

Figure 24. Structure within Storage Area M-s Version 1.
For our last query we will examine the query "What lenses can I buy for this Camera" in order to discover whether Tamron produce a Lens to fit my Camera. The link between Camera and Lens as shown in Figure 16 is many to many and had to be replaced in Figure 17 by the two sets Uses and Used-on, where Camera Uses Mount and Lens is Used-on Mount. The set name Used-on is required to represent both fixed and separate mounted lenses. It is likely that many types of query will require entry through Cameras and Lenses, to this end each has a complicated mapping allowing storage and possible retrieval using CALC keys via Mode or Model for Camera and via Model or Min-max for Lens.

MAPPING FOR Camera
STORAGE RECORDS ARE C-model, Mod-det

MAPPING FOR Lens
IF Macro = 'TRUE'
THEN STORAGE RECORDS ARE L-model, Description, Macro
ELSE STORAGE RECORDS ARE L-model, Whole-desc

Figure 25. Mapping Description for Cameras and Lenses Version 1

To enable this multi-mode retrieval, multiple mappings were used (see Figure 25). In Figure 26 the storage records and indexes that are required to support the mapping of Lens are shown.
STORAGE RECORD C-model
LINK TO Mod-det
PLACEMENT IS CALC Mode USING Mode
WITHIN Equipment FROM 1 THRU 499
 01 Brand-name
 01 Model
 01 Mode OCCURS
 01 Rec-retail-prc

STORAGE RECORD Mod-det
LINK TO C-model
DENSITY IS 5 STORAGE RECORDS PER PAGE
PLACEMENT IS CALC Model2 USING Model
WITHIN Equipment FROM 499 THRU 998
 01 Model
 01 ASA-range
   DATA ALL
 01 Speed-range
   DATA ALL
 01 Flash-sync-speed OCCURS
 01 Rec-Retail-prc

INDEX Cit-index
   PLACEMENT IS NEAR OWNER DISPLACEMENT 2 PAGES
   USED FOR SET C-item LINK TO OWNER
   WITHIN STORAGE AREA OF OWNER

INDEX Ind-cam
   USED FOR RECORD Camera
   SCHEMA KEY C-name
   POINTER IS DIRECT TO Mod-det
   WITHIN Equipment

Figure 26. Storage records for Camera and its indexes

If a similar exercise is done for schema records Mount and Lens producing the syntax as in Appendix B, then we could represent the resulting structure of the storage area Equipment and the object placement within it as in Figure 27.
Figure 27. Structure within Storage Area Equipment.
5.4 Version 2 of the Storage Schema

Let us now investigate the syntax change requirements for two types of performance tuning. The first is that storage area M-s has become overcrowded, the second that the access time required to find where a particular chemical can be bought is too great.

The former requires that some record type, or part of, be removed from the area M-s. From Figure 24 we can see the possible records and indexes that could be involved. Since the other areas are possibly full enough we will create a new storage area. Let this storage area be named Items, with the definition as specified in Figure 28.

```
STORAGE AREA Items
  INITIAL SIZE IS 1000 PAGES
  EXPANDABLE
  PAGE SIZE IS 256 WORDS
```

Figure 28. Storage Area Items

In order to populate this area and relieve the pressure within M-s, the record type Item was chosen for reorganisation. However this record has close links with the schema record Shop through the set Inventory. It was therefore decided to create a new multiple mapping for Item (see Figure 29).

```
MAPPING VERSION 2 FOR Item
  STORAGE RECORDS ARE S-item, I-item
```

Figure 29. Mapping for schema record Item

The two storage records S-item and I-item are defined so that S-item stays near the Shop and I-item is placed in the new area. Neither could be left to default, since by default all items would be in each storage record, and this would not relieve the space. The definitions for the two storage records are given in Figure 30.
The definition of the mapping of Item requires that some set definitions require redefining. This is due to the explicit use of the destination of set pointers being defined in storage record Item version 1. Any new record of the type Item to be stored will be stored as the 2 storage records S-item and I-item, where I-item has a storage key index associated with it. The destination clauses of the affected sets must therefore be changed to point to S-item or I-item either implicitly or explicitly. The implicit record is S-item, which is the record first in the list in the mapping set. The new sets for C-item and L-item are specified in Figure 31 and implicitly, similar alterations for the sets Ch-item and F-item as for C-item.

Figure 31. Version 2 of the sets C-item and L-item

The set Inventory has the minor change for Version 2 to point to the new destination record S-item. The storage key index defined for I-item is specified in Figure 32.
The latter type of reorganisation, that was required to improve the access search time of the schema record Chemical arises due to the only applicable access method being via a sequential search in storage area F-ch from pages 5000 thru 9999. This was not thought to be a popular enquiry.

Any change which includes the definition of multiple storage records might require changes to the sets Used-in, Ch-item, and Manufactures. Let us assume that the only change we wish to make is to define a new placement criteria to Chemical, that of CALC within the new storage area Items. The method used to do the CALC requires as input the name of the chemical process. The resulting change is simply a new version of the storage record Chemical (see Figure 33).

```
STORAGE RECORD Chemical VERSION 2
  PLACEMENT IS CALC Codes USING Code
  WITHIN Items FROM PAGE 500 THRU 1000
  DATA ALL
```

Figure 33. Version 2 of storage record Chemical

The consequences of these changes will be explored in Chapter 9.
The models which provide the format for a database system to incorporate dynamic incremental reorganisation have been described in chapters 3 and 4, the example which will be used to demonstrate a systematic course through dynamic reorganisation was introduced in chapter 5. Chapter 6 introduces the implementation part of this project describing the DSDL implementation undertaken as the first part in the production of a system to support the network database languages.

Given the DSDL (B5) the primary target was to design a three pass compiler, using standard compiler techniques (B16). However due to hardware and software limitations, in particular no universal lexical or syntax analyser like LEX or YACC (51), and the quantity of intricate semantic rules required the three passes became four: Lexical Analysis, Syntax Analysis, Semantic Analysis and Code/Table generation. For reorganisation it was seen that the structure of the output of the Code/Table generation needed to be finalised before the historical checking required for version analysis could be processed. Version analysis therefore formed a fifth pass. The comparison of the current storage schema and that proposed requires that the two must be of comparable format to this end the current tables are required together with the symbol tables from the dictionary. Code/Table generation and version analysis formed a macro-processor because like Pascal P-code (1,36) once the intermediate language is obtained from the syntax analysis phase it is possible to create any type of code or table generator as required.

The output from the version analysis becomes on initialisation into the runtime system the new storage schema provided the reorganisation rules were followed.

Each process does not begin unless the previous pass was error free. Errors in lexical, syntax and semantic analysis do not call a halt to the pass merely note their presence and find the next continuation point. Table generation will have no errors other than of capacity.
Version analysis reports errors pertaining to reorganisation and ensures that the new storage schema cannot be used.

Figure 34. The structure of the DSDL compiler.
6.1 Lexical Analysis

The input to Lexical Analysis is for example the file of characters which form the text for the example Photographic Storage Schema in Appendix B. There were two ways in which to approach the design of lexical analysis one to enforce type dependence on variables the other type independence.

The latter ignores at the lexical analysis stage the types of the identifier, adopting one symbol table where the type of an identifier and its duplicity are realised in syntax analysis. Since a name may be used to represent more than one type, the syntax checking for such a symbolic language would be more complex. Names may also be used before they are defined (by juxtaposition) as being of a particular type.

The former adopted view required a symbol table for each identifier type, this method solved the need to repeat the syntax/lexical checking for duplicate names in syntax analysis. Simple syntax juxtaposition was required to identify the types of each identifier.

The initial representation of the internal symbol code was to consist of integers, negative for reserved words, positive for identifier types which were followed by the symbol table code.

The numeric representation had to be changed to an internal symbol set representation due to Pascal case statement requirements. The types of table considered for the symbol table were hash, binary and b+-trees[5]. At this stage it was decided that a binary tree system would be the simplest to implement, since it was not a requirement, it was thought, to delete symbols from the tree. The numeric symbol of a name was created from its depth and breadth within the tree.

The output of lexical analysis was therefore the reserved word and identifier trees, and the symbol stream.
6.2 Syntax Analysis

Syntax analysis checks the symbol stream and produces a syntactically correct reduced symbolic representation of the DSDL source text. It requires as input a file which contains the symbols, reserved word tree and identifier trees, and produces as output a file containing the representation of the DSDL and the identifier and reserved word trees.

The file is direct access and controlled via the first page where the internal structures of the file are described.

The input symbols are of the form described as output from lexical analysis. They are passed through a syntax checker, constructed from the syntax of the DSDL grammar. Tables were produced to check that the grammar was LL(1), with a few suggestions to DBAWG of alterations this was achieved, and the results passed as papers (Appendix H) to the DBAWG.
The syntax of the DSDL can be seen from the graphs (Appendix E,F) to be logically divided into entries, subentries, clauses and or phrases. Once these entries had unique starting points (from LL(1) derivation) they provided the structure for the syntax analyser.

The main routine is simply:

```
Storage Schema Entry;
Mapping Entry;
starters = first in storage area entry
CASE symbol in starters
    area: storage area entry (starters);
    record: storage record entry (starters);
    set: set Entry (starters);
    index: index entry (starters)
end;
```

The starters are those reserved word or identifier symbols which represent those words which are valid next in the syntax. The graphs (see Appendix E) were used in conjunction with LL(1) grammar theory to obtain the possible starters, for example those following mapping entry were different to those following an index entry. The starters were therefore controlled on exit from an entry.

In places within the symbol stream are structures called conditions they have the same formulae throughout the DSDL, and were treated as a separate routine. The syntax for a condition was changed for the DDL in 1980 to include arithmetic expressions. The resulting syntax was not LL(1) and therefore required an intermediary rollback facility. Implementation of the checking of this syntax was via a stack.

The reserved word and identifier trees required by lexical analysis were passed to syntax analysis for use in error analysis, they then form part of the output to semantic analysis.

The output file is of very similar structure to the input file except that conditions and subscripts are now kept as separate tables within the file.
### 6.3 Semantic Analysis

As has been described in Syntax Analysis the structure of the input file is formed from a string of integers which are mapped to form, a first control page, the syntax and identifier trees, the condition and subscript table and the symbol stream itself. Also required as input to semantic analysis are the schema tables. These may be accessed via internally declared routines or else by the use of the DBMS routines. To simplify the procedure, since the DBMS routines had not been defined it was decided to keep the routines internal but such that they could easily be replaced by calls to the DBMS since...
apart from these externally defined controlled tables the first three
passes form a machine independent macro processor, it is not
significant how the tables or code would be defined and stored. But
the same guidelines of syntax were used to simulate the DDL tables by
inputting a stream of integers with integer references to a list of
identifiers, and storing them in internal tables, in this way the
syntax and semantics of the schema had to be assumed to be correct.

The semantic rules were obtained from the syntax and general rules
for each entry, clause and so forth. To enable some of the rules to
be fulfilled temporary Pascal structures were created which simulated
the structure so that the connections between entries could be
checked. For example 3.5.6 LINK Syntax Rule 1(B6) and rule 35 in the
graphs in Appendix F.

"Storage-record-name-1 must appear in the same STORAGE clause in a
Mapping Subentry as the storage record specified in the STORAGE
RECORD clause to which this clause is subordinate"

As has been stated in Chapter 4 and can be seen from the basic syntax
structure of the DSDL[B6], there is no forced ordering on the
entries. For where indexes and sets are concerned, the only rule is
that no storage records may be defined after an index entry. This
forces the check of 3.7.3 USED Syntax Rule 7(B6) to be at the end.
The rule states that:

"An Index Entry defined with the SET option must be specified for
each index type named in a Set Entry POINTER clauses for the set type
named by schema-set-name-3."

It may be implemented by storing the names of those set types and the
index name required, and then when an index used for SET for that
index name is found a flag is set to say that the index was found.
The list may at the end be traversed to check that all the required
indexes were declared.

During the plotting of the rules to the syntax it was noted that some
rules of a fundamental nature were missing, others such as the Member
Ambiguity(Appendix H) were more inherent to the correctness of the
semantics.

The output of the semantic analyser is the unchanged input file.
6.4 Table Generation

The fourth pass produces the final form of the tables and or code in the format required by the DBMS. Checking of the reorganisation criteria is omitted until the fifth pass Version Analysis.

Table Generation requires as input the output file from semantic analysis and the schema tables. The schema tables are required for direct substitution of subscript to definition of a schema record as defined in the schema and so that default mappings and storage records may be defined in the storage schema tables. Initially two forms of output were designed, tables and code since tables correlate closer to the design of the language, it was decided to develop a version of table generation. Another factor in the decision was the suitability of storing the information in a type of data dictionary. The tables are set up containing pointers to link across the tables. These are changed to integer array references for output. The reason for the change is the none transportability between programs of Pascal pointers.
The output is therefore tables arranged as an array of array structures and mapped onto a two dimensional array from a file of integers. Integers are used here because only tokens are held in the tables, real data is held in the identifier trees, condition and subscript tables.

6.5 Version Analysis

Similar in structure to semantic analysis this pass is completely dependant on the form of the output from table or code generation. The output from table generation and the previous version of the
storage schema compilation are compared according to the rules of reorganisation specified in the DSDL. The input is of code or table orientation for both the current version and the previous version of the storage schema. This pass is only applied to storage schemas of version 2 or more.

The rules of reorganisation are of 2 types - the syntax rules for reorganisation which control the creation, alteration and deletion of the elements, and the general rules for reorganisation, most of the general rules apply to the actions of the DBMS, however one set state that:

"it is an error to remove an 'object' version from a storage schema if the database contains pointers to 'objects' of that version."

If the counters are supplied, of the current state of the contents of the database, to version analysis then this error can be checked at compile time rather than run-time.

This pass therefore performs a simple presence check for all objects both for old definitions and new definitions in the proposed storage schema. Counters relating to each object and the versions used are provided as output from the runtime system. All an objects versions prior to the current version must be in the new storage schema or else their counters must be zero. If an objects version is removed then all previous versions must also be removed from the proposed storage schema as well as all their counters being zero.

Required also is the USED clause check, mentioned previously in section 4.4, this should check that the format of a used specification does not change between versions of that index. Discussions which have taken place recently show that although that was the letter of the rule it was not the intention, and that this check should be replaced in version analysis by a simpler one. In that only the type specified; storage key, record key, or set should not be allowed to change.

The idea of a compiler making reference to output from a previous compilation and checking the relationship is understood to be totally novel, no reference has been found of a similar occurrence.
To simplify the comparison between versions, the new identifier symbols had to be converted to be comparable with the old symbols. If access to the DBMS is available then use of the system symbols would be most beneficial, thus avoiding a double conversion of the symbols.
7.1 Introduction

The DML verb is used as the basis in formulating the system response. The DML rules which call upon the DDL and DSDL table information which form the bases of the run-time system.

Figure 38. The experimental runtime system
The diagram (Figure 38) shows how the tables developed during the table generation phase are used from the run-time system via the Storage Schema Accessor. The run-time system will also be instrumental in achieving dynamic reorganisation. During access to records the run-time system will automatically convert existing storage records to the latest version. No such functionality currently exists in any commercially available software.

The application passes to the system details of the DML verb it requires to be executed, together with a pointer to an area containing information to support the request. The system processes this request, converting it to a request for information from the DDL and DSDL tables. The system uses this information to send an appropriate request to the GET PAGE routine to obtain the required page, via the operating system, from storage. This could have required other pages, for example index or associated pages through pointers.

At the time when this run-time system was designed the facilities for intercommunication between virtual machines in a VM environment were not provided. After further investigation it was decided that the complexities involved in locking and 2 phase commit were too complex to be undertaken here. Without these facilities the production of a multi-user system would have no meaning. Rollback, although more complicated for a multi-user system, should also be provided for any single user system. However without some form of logging this proved difficult.

Therefore the system was designed as a single user system consisting of a series of modules, the schema tables and storage schema tables being resident in memory, but the run-time DML routines had to be overlayed. This chapter describes the interfaces, exposing the relationship between the run-time system; the DML, the Schema Table Accessor, the Storage Schema Table Accessor, and the operating system.
7.2 The DML simulator interface

In order that a DML compiler/analyser did not have to be written, because of time constraints, a solution was adopted which involved designing what could have been the output block description of a DML analyser. This block description was then used by a Pascal module which performed calls to the run-time system modules in the guise of DML calls.

The DML verbs perform the following groups of actions

a. Retrieve a record by some access path

b. Store a record by means of the criteria specified in the DDL and DSDL.

c. Change the contents of one or more data items in a schema record.

d. Alter set criterion.

e. Commit or Rollback changes.

The DML verbs used to retrieve a record are FIND, and FETCH. FIND merely locates the record, FETCH makes the values available to the application. The access path to the record is initialised by the type of record selection expression used.

For example a record selection expression of the form "ANY recordname USING idlist", is of the 'adhoc' type form. This is shown by the example in Chapter 5 for finding a particular shop record in order to find out what it sells. If there is no schema key for this idlist then it is hoped that the list fulfills the placement value criteria.

The record selection expression "PRIOR recordname WITHIN setname" indicates that we have a current pointer on that set and we wish to find or fetch the record PRIOR in the set order. The efficiency of this request will depend on whether the set is stored with PRIOR pointers or an index which can be so used.
If the record selection expression had specified NEXT instead of PRIOR then we could use it to complete the example referenced above by finding all the Items in the set Inventory, using NEXT calls, that this Shop sells.

Let us now examine the basic structure of the DML verbs in order to define the structure of the run-time system. For example the verb STORE has the structure:

```
STORE recordname [ RETAINING [ RECORD setname || CURRENCY ] ]
```

Analysis showed that the block structure in Figure 39 was all that was necessary to support this and any other DML verb and was therefore defined using the Pascal block structure given in Figure 40. @Workarea(Figure 39) points to the area into which either the retrieved record was placed, or, in the case of a store, where the data to be stored was put by the application program.

In order to obtain values of the identifiers specified in the record selection expressions, the structures that mirror the schema records must also exist in the user work area. The values are then used to fulfill the record selection criterion. It is these values which must be used to satisfy any chosen storage access path.

![Figure 39. DML verb STORE block structure interface](image)
7.3 The DDL Structure and Interface

The Data Description Language looks very similar to the DSDL (Appendix A.1). The resultant description after compilation by a compiler, it was thought, could be either code or tables, as for the DSDL. It was envisaged that if the DSDL was held as tables, then to hold the DDL as anything other than tables would complicate their access. In order that a compiler did not have to be produced a compilation simulation was done, for the example by hand (Appendix A.1), to obtain what could have been the output of such a compilation. This output was envisaged to be in a similar format to that produced by the DSDL semantic analyser. A table creator was then produced which creates the same sort of table structure as that for the DSDL in table generation. As was mentioned in Chapter 6 this DDL table structure was also required as input into both semantic analysis and table generation of the DSDL. The schema table accessor routines were used as the means of accessing the the DDL by these DSDL compilation routines. The schema accessor contains routines which ask for information from the schema tables, such as

a. Given the record type, has it got a schema key defined with duplicates NOT allowed. It would return a boolean for schema key found, the schema key name, and a boolean for duplicates NOT allowed.

b. Given a record type, find all those sets for which this record is an automatic member and their ordering criteria. It would return
a pointer to a linked list which contains the names of the sets and their ordering criteria.

7.4 The DSDL Interface and Structures

The DSDL table on input to the run-time system is extended to include direct pointers to the schema tables and further to include identifier within record offset specifications. The access mechanisms developed to create the tables in table generation and to support the verification performed in version analysis in the DSDL compiler were extended by including retrieval of these offsets to create the DSDL table accessor. The storage schema accessor returns information such as

a. Given the schema key name and the record name find the index that is used for this record for this key. It returns a pointer to this definition and the possible location of the index.

7.5 The Data Dictionary Structure and Interface

The data dictionary defined here was merely a repository for the data identifiers and their symbols from the identifier trees as output from storage and schema compilation. Access to these facilities could be provided to the DSDL as mentioned in Chapter 6. The more common desirability of the Data Dictionary is that it should contain all meta-data and relationship representation as in the DDL and DSDL. These tables would therefore be part of the data dictionary. Maskell[59] describes the LEXICON Data Dictionary system as providing just that sort of interface. It would be possible to build up this system to include the validation of the DSDL and DDL. Reorganisational checking could be made part of the transitional part of the system, or as an add-on version analyser. However the structure of the database system may change with connections to the data dictionary being via the application program. Such a system
configuration would probably be undesirable, since then the data dictionary would not be the integral part of the run-time system as was desired.

7.6 The Operating System Structure and Interface.

All input and output to the files that make up the storage areas is through the GET and PUT functions. These functions form the interface between the operating system and the DBMS. The operating system should not simply be that provided by any computer operating system, but be one devised as performing the DMCL style procedures as mentioned in Chapter 4. The operating system performs garbage collection and page optimisation through buffer management, retaining the most frequently used pages in the buffers. It was recently stated at a DB2 (an IBM SQL product) user group meeting that the future of Input/Output reduction would be by providing extended storage memory for these buffers[64].

7.7 The DBMS structure

The DBMS as shown in Figure 38 is central to the runtime system. A call to the DBMS is made from the application program via the DML verbs using the DML block and passing with it a pointer to the user work area. The data required to satisfy the DML verb are copied from the user work area and placed in the system buffers.

The DML verb then acts as the construct around which the actions of the DBMS are formed, obtaining information as required from the DDL and DSDL tables. The data dictionary is accessed only when the string that is an identifier's name is required.

The actual storage structures and mechanisms provided by the DBMS will be enlarged upon in Chapter 8, but here we will develop further the action taken by the DBMS around the DML verbs.
For example let us investigate the actions that are required to STORE or FETCH a record.

For a STORE, the schema record is created by the application in the user work area. The data is then transferred with the DML call to the system buffers. Information is then obtained from the schema tables and storage schema tables so that the constituent storage records can be defined. Once the storage records have been found, a list is formed from the schema tables for which this schema record is an automatic tenant. Then for each set: a check is made that there is an appropriate occurrence exists; that no duplicate if DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED is specified; and an owner pointer is created.

Then if all the sets can be satisfied we start to construct the storage record and its prefix information. The creation of the blank prefix for a storage record is described in Chapter 8, this includes creating blank pointers for links and sets.

The data of the storage record must then be concatenated with the prefix in the system work area in order to evaluate the size of each storage record. Once the storage record is constructed the system can initiate finding its placement, and the page upon which to place the record. If there is not enough room on the page specified by the placement criteria then an alternate page is found according to the overflow techniques specified for each type of placement. Before the records can be LINKed together all indirection must be fulfilled, thus locking the required index positions. The link pointers are then completed for each prefix. The structure for the set pointers created during prefix compilation can be now filled in with the pointers to the destination records for set memberships. These records for which insertion is via the CURRENT for their types and sets will already be in the system work area and their pointers may also be updated. This allows for sets whose ordering must be found prior to completing set pointers.

Once all sets and indexes have been fulfilled all storage records and their prefixes which have changed must be placed or replaced onto the pages of the active system pages. All CALC set pointers and page footer values must also be updated. At commit time all changed pages
are PUT via the operating system to the files. Details of the pages’ before images are kept in the log so that rollback may be performed.

For FIND or STORE parts of the underlying routines must obviously be similar. However the main difference is the means by which a system, given the placement criteria defined and the system structures supported, may find a storage record. In a parallel processing environment, a multiply mapped record could have a processor per storage record or even per legal placement criteria. The placement retrieval mechanisms will be described in Chapter 8.

Once any one storage record has been retrieved, the optimiser having hopefully used the optimum route, it becomes a simple job to recreate the schema record as in the case of a FETCH or for a FIND to stop there having found one or more of the storage records.
8.1 Introduction

Chapter 7 described the structure of the run-time system by means of its actions which supports DML requests and the interactions with its interfaces. The interfaces developed were those between the DBMS and the DML, DDL, DSDL, Data Dictionary and Operating System. Chapter 8 further develops the structures of the run-time system by means of the storage structures and mechanisms which fulfil the standard picture of a DBMS. The structures and mechanisms required to support the reorganisation facilities, as referred to in chapter 4, are described together with their triggers. The chapter concludes with discussion on when and how far to cascade reorganisation.

8.2 Storage Structures

There are two types of storage structure that are required by a database system, namely those structures that are defined for the use of the system and those required to contain and access the data stored by the system.

The former describes such structures as the Currency pointers, the User and System Work areas, the System Buffers, the Active Page list, and the Page Buffers. The latter are an interpretation of the requirements that are necessary to store the data of such a system. These requirements are the different types of indexes, the Data Dictionary, the Page Description, the Prefix and Record descriptions.

The former are shown diagramatically in Figure 41. This gives detail of an example situation showing the current state of some of the pointers, the constructs of which will now be described.
The Currency Pointers are those defined in the DML as being required to be maintained for access to all records that are current for the set types and record types defined as local to the run unit. The set of Currency Pointers is maintained from within the schema tables, and data dictionary. The information held includes: a pointer to the next block, the record type, a pointer back to the schema table that holds the definition of that type, a pointer to the storage schema record mapping which is dependant on the version number and condition specification, a pointer to the Current Record Array (see Figure 41) and information as to the index usage. The difference between record and set currency pointers is simple: the extra pointers to the set definitions as provided by the schema and storage schema tables, and an indication as to whether the record is the owner or a member of the set.
As stated in Chapter 7 the User Work Area (UWA) is an array which can be mapped by bytes or words, to be used by the application as the depository for values to be required as input to the run-time system, and as the depository of schema records that have been retrieved by the run-time system for the application. The record is copied to and from the UWA to the System Buffers.

The Current Schema Record Array is used by the system to maintain pointers to the schema records in the System Buffers and the storage
records in the System Work Area via the Storage Record List. The Current Record Array is a structured array, where each structure contains information similar to that defined for the currency pointers. This is because of the obvious requirement that not every schema record currently local to the run unit will be the current of that record or set type. The structure also points to the location in the Storage Record List of the first storage record in a mapping.

The System Buffers and the System Work Area are of the same structure as the User Work Area, that is, an array mapped by directly accessible bytes or words.

The Storage Record List is a linked list of linked list structures. A header record is required as the first element and it then points to a list of storage record details. The Storage Record List contains details for each storage record currently known by the run-unit that resides in the System Work Area. Examples of the details required are the start and finish pointers to the prefix and storage record, and pointers to the storage schema tables from where all information for the blank prefix is obtained. When known it will also contain details of which active page in the page list the record is or will be stored. A similar structure is also required for the indexes that are to be stored in pages.

The Active Page List may contain pointers to the pages either holding storage records or index records. It contains information on the file the page comes from, the storage area the file represents, the page number of the page within the area, the page number within the file and points to the Storage Schema details of the area.

The Active Page List and the Active Page Buffer Stack are controlled by the operating system part of the DBMS.

The Active Page Buffer Stack is represented by an array of structures. A Page is described by an array of structures. The Page described in Figure 42 also maps onto this structure, and is mapped by fullword, halfword and byte arrays, so that information may be obtained and stored directly to the word, halfword or byte.
The Page Description in Figure 42 gives the structure that is required to store the user data. The physical page format is 256 words, where a word boundary is defined by the heavy lines, a half
word boundary by the medium lines, and the fine lines define the intermediary byte boundaries.

The first 4 words represent the header for each page which consists of the Page Number (1 word), the Page Type (1 word), the amount of the Free Space (1 word), and for those records which are CALCed onto the page, the Next and Prior Calc set pointers. For an index page the Next Pointer is replaced by the Index Start word consisting of a pointer to the start of the Index and a pointer to the next page for this Index.

The last 2 words of the page known as the footer consists of 1 byte for the line space count, 1 byte for the header length and 1 word for the page number.

The basic page format takes as its basis the description of the page used in ICL's IDMS[B9]. However where the CALC set in IDMS was not definable by the user, the CALC set here contains all those records which have been placed on this page via the CALC procedures. It is possible that many different sorts of records could be placed here if this page is in the range specified by the WITHIN clause for the record's placement strategy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Offset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Next Calc Set Pointer</td>
<td>1 word</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior Calc Set Pointer</td>
<td>1 word</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage Record Name</td>
<td>1 word</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Version No of Mapping</td>
<td>1 byte</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mapping Choice No</td>
<td>1 byte</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Version No of Storage Record</td>
<td>1 byte</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of Record Segment</td>
<td>1 byte</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage Key Index</td>
<td>1 word</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Split (page, offset)</td>
<td>1 word</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No of Links = m</td>
<td>4 word</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No of Sets = n</td>
<td>4 word</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td>1 word * m</td>
<td>7 + (m-1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sets - Set name</td>
<td>1 word</td>
<td>7 + m+2p*(n-l)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pointer Types</td>
<td>4 word</td>
<td>(8 + m+2p*(n-l)) *2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Version No</td>
<td>1 byte</td>
<td>(8 + m+2p*(n-l)) *4 +2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No of Pointers = p</td>
<td>1 byte</td>
<td>(8 + m+2p*(n-l)) *4 +3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pointers</td>
<td>1 word * p</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 43. Specification of Prefix Map

A line index is used to define where on the page a record and its prefix are to be found. There is one line index per record, which is
either on this page or has overflowed onto some other page. The first line index is placed adjacent to the Line Space Count, each subsequent line index is placed on decreasing sets of 3 words on the page (see Figure 42). The line index consists of: the Storage Record Identifier (½ word); the displacement offset of the prefix in relation to the start of the page (in words) (½ word); the length of the entire record (prefix and storage record) (½ word), a byte filler, the prefix length (1 byte) and 1 word to be retained for reorganisation.

As has been stated previously, a stored record, consists of a prefix and a data part. Within the prefix are details pertaining to the definition of the storage record and also to the logical linkages that are maintained for the database.

The prefix is described by the Prefix Map in Figure 43, the minimum size of a prefix is 5 words where the mapping of a schema record to storage record is one to one and it is not defined as being a tenant of an set. Dynamic set pointers are not maintained for this system.

The parts referring to version numbers will be described later in this chapter under the heading Reorganisation Structures.

If a record is defined as being a tenant of a set then the set linkage is maintained by the structure consisting of a setname, pointer types (bit flags), the number of pointers and the actual pointers. The bit flags indicate what sort of pointer each pointer represents, in the same order for all sets. The possible pointers for each set are for the owner: FIRST, LAST and INDEX and for the member: NEXT, PRIOR, INDEX and OWNER. Where the lowest bit is 0 for owner and 1 for member set pointers, and the next 3 or 4 bits respectively, represent 0 for pointer absent and 1 for pointer present. '0101' represents an owner record with pointers for FIRST and INDEX.

If a record cannot fit onto the same page as its prefix then the split page number gives the offset number of pages that page resides from this page and Offset gives the line index number which contains the details of where the record has been placed on that page.
The storage for an index on a page does not take into account what type of index it holds. Logically, as described in Chapter 4, there are 3 types of index: storage key, record key and set indexes.

A storage key index has one occurrence per index description in the storage schema. It is basically used by the system to speed retrieval and help to protect storage records from others which are undergoing movement of some form, in that they are used to support indirect addressing.

A record key index is one which was either defined in the storage schema, or to be used to support some schema record order, or for the use of the system to provide hidden fast access to a record. There is one occurrence per storage schema specification where each element points to just one of the storage records that might be supporting the schema record. It may be implemented as either explicitly holding the key, or else the key may be obtained from access to the storage record(s).

A set index provides the linkage mechanism and supports the order within a set. It may contain keys either implicitly or explicitly. There is one occurrence per occurrence of the set type that has been defined as using the index.

There has been much discussion on the different types of index that can be created. B-tree, B*-tree, AVL tree, linked lists, inverted index are examples of such types.

Comer[21] describes the B-tree and B*-tree, making much use of IBM VSAM facilities. They indicate that a balanced, multiway B-tree is efficient, versatile, simple and easily maintained, while the B+-tree also allows efficient sequential processing of the file. A B+-tree is defined as one where all keys reside in the leaves. Of interest to this thesis is the discussion on optimal pagination of B-trees with variable-length items[27] because of the obvious necessity for an index to be able to cope with values other than the integers used in most other examples. It is suggested that for a B+-tree the roadmap contains a prefix of the key which is of sufficient characters to distinguish the key from its neighbour to the right. This type of tree is termed a prefix B+-tree.
Arnow[3] compares B-trees, compacted B-trees and multiway trees, stating that compact B-trees degrade with insertion, and therefore are best for static data. Multiway trees are storage inefficient at high orders, whereas compact B-trees use significantly less storage than B-trees. Compact B-trees have faster retrieval but slower insertions and that for database implementation the B-tree provides the best overall performance. For indexes which are to be maintained in main memory, only output occasionally, Dewitt[25] compares AVL with B+-trees, to find that the B+-tree is of more use because AVL trees are too highly main memory tuned for keyed access. Dewitt concentrates on keyed access to tuples but it is surmised that the same results would be obtained for storage records.

Bell and Deen[5] compare a form of hash key over primary key tree indexing, and state that where there is high activity of insertions and or deletes an H-tree performs better than a B-tree. For a level greater than 2 B-tree, direct access to a storage record is more costly than through an H-tree.

If this discussion on trees had to conclude on the requirements for a concurrent manipulation of B-trees then the results of Kung and Lehman[48] would require further investigation as the details describing the locking mechanisms within Binary search trees would be very pertinent.

However the conclusions which were drawn from this somewhat small investigation were that there are many ways in which indexes can be created and maintained. It would also appear that some forms of indexes are better than others for larger numbers of records. If this was an investigation into the effects of the structures used in a database rather than the effect of reorganisation, then the following is true. If the records are read only then a different type of index may be used. By specifying a relationship between numbers of records and the storage structure of an index, reorganisation could be used to improve the performance of the index.

The result obtained from this investigation was that since only a minimal number of records would be likely to be stored, therefore the types of indexes would not prove critical. However, a simplistic approach would seem to be the better course of action. Therefore it
would be better to use simple linked lists for set indexes, and provide B-trees for storage key indexes and record key indexes. Where the root node for each storage key index and record key index would be maintained in memory, updates to the database as well as to the root node would be required.

To complete this discussion on the storage structures required by the DBMS we take a look at the different types of pointer as defined by the DSDL. There are 3 types of pointer; link pointers, set pointers, and index pointers, where each may be DIRECT or INDIRECT.

All direct pointers have the form:
- Area Number 1 byte
- Line Index 1 byte
- Page Number 2 bytes

All indirect pointers have the form:
- Storage key name 1 byte
- A negative value 1 byte
- The storage key ½ word

Only the storage key index cannot contain indirect pointers. The only difference between the pointer types is that for set pointers, the first part is negated when the destination is the owner of the set.

8.3 Storage Mechanisms

As for the storage structures, the mechanisms supporting the storage of data in a database can be regarded as of two types, those mechanisms which control the access paths and those directly related to the storage of the data. The former include insertion and maintenance of the order within sets, fragmentation, control of pointers, and the control of the placement strategies. The latter includes such mundane aspects such as efficiency and garbage collection as well as logging and the creation and placement of the prefix and storage record.
Most of the mechanisms will be common among most types of network database systems. In some form or another we will therefore concentrate on those particular to the support of the newer DSDL functions, such as cyclic sets, and then follow this by the support required for reorganisation. The storage schema also provides extra mechanisms through which sets can be supported, for example set indexes.

The simplest linkage within a set is for the owner to have a \texttt{FIRST} and the members to have \texttt{NEXT} pointers as in Figure 45. However if the set was sorted on a descending key, then to obtain a particular record according to its key could involve a search in ascending order, if both \texttt{FIRST}, \texttt{NEXT} and \texttt{LAST, PRIOR} pointers are not supported. The search would then have to retrieve each record, on the way looking at the data item values that make up the record. The problem is further complicated if the record is fragmented. Especially if the destination record does not contain all of the key.

The simplest linkage within a set is for the owner to have a \texttt{FIRST} and the members to have \texttt{NEXT} pointers as in Figure 45. However if the set was sorted on a descending key, then to obtain a particular record according to its key could involve a search in ascending order, if both \texttt{FIRST}, \texttt{NEXT} and \texttt{LAST, PRIOR} pointers are not supported. The search would then have to retrieve each record, on the way looking at the data item values that make up the record. The problem is further complicated if the record is fragmented. Especially if the destination record does not contain all of the key.

The diagram illustrates the linkage within a set. The search algorithm is as follows:

1. Follow the pointer
2. If the key is not in the storage record:
   a. Fetch all the storage records
   b. Find the key
   c. If its less than the required key:
      i. Fetch the next pointer for this set type
      ii. Repeat
3. End

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{set-linkage.png}
\caption{Insertion into a Set Order is PRIOR, supported by FIRST, NEXT pointers}
\end{figure}
It is not possible to have prior knowledge of which destination record version this could be, since there could be many mappings and many versions. If there are not then this could be one of the many optimising points.

'Fetch all the storage records' is another way of completing a mapping, which could arise when a record is fragmented. If fragmentation has been used it must be remembered that not only may we be providing many different ways of recovering the record but that for each storage record, the placement strategy is made more complex. For ad hoc queries rather than those using the network, a record must be found using the placement strategies. For multi-version storage schemas, a decision must be made as to the version number at which to start using the definitions, and then to follow it by other versions until all possible choices are negated.

For example, consider the ad hoc query "What items can be purchased in that shop?" from the discussions on the example in Chapter 5. It is first necessary to locate which shop it is. If we said any shop, then we could look in the storage schema to see that both types of storage record Gen-det and S-addr are placed within M-s, pages 500 to 999. Using this information the system would proceed with a sequential search through the pages. Since both placements were of type CALC there are two possible search methods. One follows CALC set pointers for each page until a record of the particular type is found. The other uses the line index to locate each record in turn on the page. Both use the prefix to discover the identity of the storage record. Alternatively if the shops Chainname had been mentioned then using the CALC routine Chain a storage record for that Chain could be located from the CALC set. If no record of the type exists, the first query will have searched all occupied pages in the range; the latter only the pages of the CALC set.

The order in which pointers are updated is very important, especially when cyclic sets are involved, otherwise members of sets or even whole sets could be lost, or retained when cascade deletion is required.

In considering the mechanisms to support the storage of data, we first consider the activity of garbage collection, if only to discard
it, as being a part of the DMCL, which most systems provide, if not all that efficiently.

The logging adopted here is simply used to retain a before image for all pages accessed by the current logical unit of work. A rollback merely ensures that the database has not been changed for these pages.

As stated previously in this chapter, mechanisms are required to control the creation and placement of the prefix and storage record. From the data in the storage schema, in particular, the data subentry of the current storage record, if it exists, or from the data description of the schema record, a map is created which will be used to obtain from or place values in the storage record. The complicated mappings of identifiers to storage types are ignored by the system.

At this stage the blank prefix, as described earlier in this chapter, must be created, this is done by obtaining data from the current LINK clauses and finding all necessary set information from the storage schema. The LINK clause count returns the number of links required to be maintained and the order that they must be in, represented in the storage schema tables by their associations. The sets in the storage schema table are searched for those which the current schema record is a tenant. A linked list of all of these sets is then formed for each whether this record is the owner, member automatic, member ordinary, or both and link them into either an owner list, a member list, a member ordinary list or a tenant list.

The main list contains back pointers to the storage schema tables, and indicates the version number used for the set. This will be discussed later. Before the pointers can be filled and mapped into the prefix, any indexes into which the(se) record(s) are to be placed must be positionally locked. From the storage key indexes the indirect pointers can be obtained. It is now possible to fulfil all pointers in the prefixes for a schema record's storage records. When a record is placed in a page the CALC set is updated for those records to be stored CALC. A line index is also created for each storage record. If the record is split because it did not fit onto the page, then the overflow procedures take over, updating the prefix Split pointer to point to the chosen overflow page. The chosen page
is implementer defined within the bounds of the DENSITY and WITHIN clauses.

So completes the discussion on the structures and mechanisms provided by the run-time system to control the storage of data in a network database system that provides a user definable storage schema. The following sections will try and complete the picture by describing those structures and mechanisms that are required extra to the basic system, in order to support dynamic incremental foreground reorganisation.

8.4 Structures to support reorganisation

Discussions on the structures reported previously in this chapter have omitted the facilities required to support reorganisation, and these will now be described. There are however, no grand structures necessary to support reorganisation. The storage required is very small. It is the mechanisms that have greatly increased, and these will be described in the last part of this chapter.

The structures required for reorganisation are merely extensions of the original structures. For example, we consider the structures required for input and output, and the page and prefix structures.

The former requires an increased mechanism in order to control the additional 'update' of records or set pointers to their current versions. It is also possible that an extension of the storage schema table to include object version combination counts could alleviate the problem of the removal of an object's definition from the storage schema. The only object not so relieved would be an index. To remove an index requires extra functionality not provided in the DSDL, that of dynamically dropping an index. The currency pointers, it was stated in the first part of this chapter contain information which points to the storage schema tables. Any pointer to the storage schema must take into account the version number and therefore version definition of the object. Similarly for all other storage schema table information where versions are involved.
The physical page format (see Figure 42) was described in the first part of this chapter. It described, a header, a footer, a line index, the prefix, and the storage record. The header for a record type page makes no reference to any versions and did not require any modification to support reorganisation. For an index however the version number of the structure is maintained as the 13th byte on the page. The footer also required no modification.

The line index is that part of a storage record's placement that resides in situ even if the storage record has been moved during reorganisation. The Reorganised Record Position details the location of the real storage record. In this way records can be reorganised without affecting others.

When a record is reorganised the Displacement Offset, Record Length and Prefix Length are zeroed. The storage record identifier remains the same, but cannot be relied upon to equal the identifier of the new storage record. The effect on new storage records and mappings is described in the next part of this chapter.

The prefix is the means by which linkages are made and also provides the complete description of the attached storage record, it must provide version information. Because the record could be part of a mapping for which there are many versions, the Mapping Clause number must be qualified by the Version Number of the Mapping. Similarly there must be a Version Number for the storage record type. In this way the combination may be located from within the storage schema to uniquely define the storage record. Further it is not necessary to update set pointers when a record is updated, so a version number is required for each set that the record is a tenant of, described later.

8.5 Mechanisms to support reorganisation

As stated in 8.4 the structures required to support dynamic reorganisation are few but the mechanisms and decisions are many. Not only are the actual mechanisms required, but the decisions of when
and how far to reorganise are very complex. It could be said, that the first decision as to when to reorganise is the simplest. Only reorganise when writing to the database. However this would imply that only when records are written or updated would a new version be applied. If, as in the case of the example, an area is found to be full, or the read access time is found to be too great and another access path needs to be created, then we can see that without putting through needless updates a reorganisation might not take place.

There are two ways in which this can be resolved. The first to allow reorganisation on read. The second is that some background utility performs this sort of reorganisation. Only the first method which was within the scope of this project was investigated.

Let us now investigate the triggers of reorganisation and the depths to which they affect the rest of the data. Using the storage objects; area, mapping, storage record, set and index, we will see what triggers the changes for new versions as described in Chapter 4.4.

The triggers could be seen as the reorganisations themselves and are categorized by, an update to a record, a store of a record, manual insertion or disconnection to a set, a record read, or a set traversed. The 'set traversed' is the most controversial as it may cause any number of reorganisations, and for what appeared to be a simple read operation could become very costly.

As stated previously, a new area is a static reorganisation and is created at the startup of the run-time system when the new storage schema is introduced.

Let us say that there is a new mapping. One condition produces the same storage records as before. The other provides one original storage record plus two new ones. If a record is updated, that was stored with a previous version of the mapping, then there are two choices. Either the record when restored is changed to the new mapping or the record's storage records stay the same unless individually they have a new version. The latter may then trigger the new mapping (see storage record reorganisation). If the former is chosen then it would depend on which condition was used to map the record. The former condition would not trigger storage record
reorganisation but the latter would. If a new mapping changes the destination record of set and or index pointers, then either the reorganised part of the record can be left to point to the new destination record or else those pointers in the set and indexes which are affected could be changed. The latter would of course take a lot of locating. If the new MAPPING caused a new SET version then for the action required (see set reorganisation).

8.5.1 Storage Record Reorganisation

If there is a new version of a storage record then its invocation could be triggered by a new mapping or simply via an access by an update or read. All new records are stored with the most recent version of a storage record. A new set version could cause a new storage record version to be adopted as will be shown in set reorganisation. In formulating a record to get its data item values, a storage record could be written back using the new version, this must be controlled to prevent untoward deadlock. As stated in Chapter 4.4.2 a storage record reorganisation could be separated into three sorts of change; changed linkages, placement and data description. To change the linkage without adopting any other changes to the storage record would require version numbers to be stored with the links. It could also invalidate the data in a record. For example, some identifiers are removed from the current storage record in a new version, a new mapping is created which involves changing to this new storage record and another storage record which includes these identifiers. To change to the new storage record definition without invoking in this case the new mapping would lose data. However a change to the placement of the storage record or a change to provide extra LINKs could be done so long as the DATA subentry remained the same. However changing to part of a new mapping is not valid.
8.5.2 Set Reorganisation

A new version of a set can be adopted in bits only if a new linkage mechanism is not chosen. That is, changing from FIRST, NEXT to LAST, PRIOR support would cause all set pointers in the set to be changed. Changing a mapping and therefore the destination and description of the storage record need not imply the rest of the set need also be reorganised. But if any of the affected records had a new mapping which affected the set pointers, then these would also be triggered. However for those in which a new version of a constituent storage record only had a new version, the reorganisation is optional. The storage records however may require their prefixes to be updated with new pointer values, at which time since a write is necessary, then to reduce Input/Output an optimiser could update the storage record or mapping version. The cascades of reorganisation which can follow especially with cyclic sets is optional.

A change to the pointers could merely involve the creation, or addition to, of an index. Although only non-singular set indexes may be reorganised dynamically, the storage key index providing indirect pointers could hide reorganisations that are taking place. Any pointers which are direct to a changed storage record or mapped record would have triggered their originators to be changed, had they been indirect. A temporary form of indirection can be produced using the line index reorganisation flag, the Reorganised Record Position (RRP). Any pointer that points to the RRP, when used, is changed to point to the new address. The problem remains, however, when to remove this line index. One way could be to have a count for those pointers which point directly to a line index, and subtract those pointers which are changed subsequently. If the RRP option is not allowed then all the sets for which the record is currently a tenant, including indexes, will be affected.
8.5.3 Reorganisation Triggers

The next problem to solve, having worked out in general what types of reorganisation and forms of access act as triggers, to decide at what time to do the reorganisations. Investigated were the options; to reorganise during a commit, or to reorganise during the creation of the storage records. Also to what extent are rollback and deadlock affected.

If a record is not reorganised until commit time then this would have involved not performing any placement checks or set completions until that point in time. If a set reorganisation were to cascade to other sets and or records then not only would the records already affected be updated, but that new records could have to be read in order to complete reorganisations.

If reorganisation is performed while the new storage records are created or updated then reorganisations are separated into small parts during the life of the logical unit of work. However at the end the logical unit of work must be rolled back, and then all the reorganisation must also be undone. It could also be that when a record is truly read thus obtaining its values, that at that time it too could be reorganised. Then would rollback affect it, since the only change to it would be a reorganisational change.

Although this is a single user system the decision for a multi-user system as to what would be locked is most vital. For example are those reorganisational changes, on read, hidden from other users, that is locked, or could they be visible. This depends in part on what the effect of a rollback is for these storage records.
9.1 Introduction

The details of the example and runtime system having been defined in Chapters 5, 7 and 8, we now look at the effect that the method and support of reorganisation had on the example, and the effect of reorganisation on the runtime system specification.

9.2 On the Example

In Chapter 5 we saw that performance tuning was required in two areas. The first was that the storage area M-s had become overcrowded, the second that the access time required to find where a particular Chemical could be brought had become too great.

The requirements involved generating definitions for a new area called Items, and a new mapping for Item consisting of the two storage records S-item and I-item. Consequently, the new set versions for C-item, L-item, F-item and Ch-item and a new placement for the storage record Chemical are required.

The reorganisations once implemented, let us investigate the effect they are having on the queries specified in Chapter 5. These queries were: "What Chemicals can I use to process this Film?"; "What can I purchase in that Shop?"; "What lenses can I buy for this Camera?".

Let us first investigate the effect on the query "What Chemicals can I use to process this film?". As stated in Chapter 5, to find the Process and Chemicals the record detailing the required Film needs to be accessed. This first access is not affected once the Film is found. The first Process to Chemical combination is found by following the FIRST pointer. The record found happens to be a Photocolor II developer (see Figure 46). If the owner of the Used-in
set is found, then the actual Chemical can be looked at. This Chemical record is of the type that could be reorganised. There were three options at this stage: it is already reorganised, it was reorganised but the pointer to it was not updated, or it has not been reorganised yet. If it was already reorganised then the pointer just followed is updated to point to the reorganised record, or in the first case, nothing is required to happen. The reorganised record is found by just one extra page read. The update of the pointer implies that this transaction is no longer read only, but this should be invisible to the application. If the set is supported by more than one link mechanisms, then the system must ensure that all the pointers are updated.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 46. The reorganisation of storage record Chemical for Chem-2**

If the record had not been reorganised, then because detail from within the record is required it is possible to trigger the reorganisation immediately. If the Reorganised Record Position is not adopted then the set pointers for Ch-item and Manufactures must
also be searched and updated. All the records of Ch-item are affected but only the index of Manufactures is affected. If the cascade option is not withdrawn then this could affect the occurrence of Ch-item to which this Chemical belongs, since there is a new version of the set. However it is not necessary to update set pointers simply because of movement of a destination record.

The system as implemented uses the Reorganised Record Position pointer in the line index, therefore if the record had not been reorganised then the actions portrayed in Figure 46 are enforced. However although it is possible to change the NEXT pointer in the Process record, Photocolor II developer, the reorganisation does not at this stage affect Ch-item or Manufactures.

For the second query, "What can I purchase in that Shop?" or, as specified in Chapter 5, "What's on the Inventory of that Shop?, we will see that some 'simple' reorganisation can in fact be quite complicated.

In Figure 47 we see that the particular Shop we wish to find was named Jessops of Sheffield, and that the Chainname was Jessops. In order to find this Shop record, the system uses the CALC Chain on Jessops and then searches the CALC set on that page until the Gen-det record for Jessops of Sheffield is found. The system can calculate that it is not necessary to formulate all the record by obtaining all the storage records because the next part of the program only uses the pointers in Gen-det. The next part of the query informs the system to use the set Inventory to obtain the first Item record. Once located the system formulates the record. The reorganiser notes that there is a new Item mapping specified in the storage schema. As the system is reorganising on read as well as write, it reorganises the single storage record Item into the two storage records I-item and S-item, and creates the storage key index Iit-ind to support indirect pointers to I-item(see Figure 48).
The current I-item address is inserted into the index. As there is a full set of NEXT and PRIOR pointers, the system can easily update the set pointers to point to the new S-item record rather than the Item Reorganised Record Position (RRP) pointer. The rest of the pointers are separated between the storage records; S-item being linked to Inventory, C-item, F-item and Ch-item, and I-item being linked to L-item. Note that completing the set Inventory pointers did not trigger the rest of the Item mapping reorganisations.
The next part of the query involves finding the owner of the current Item for the set L-item. This is done by following the index pointer to Lit-index and getting the owner pointer, to find the L-model storage record for the record Lens. The record is obtained from the amalgamation of the storage records L-model, Description and Macro, to see that the record details a Tamron 35-70 Macro Lens. Although there is new version for the set index L-item, it need not be triggered. Thus we arrive at the diagram of the records accessed and reorganised as seen in Figure 48.
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**Figure 48.** The status of the pointers after the first access to the L-model storage record.
For each NEXT in the set Inventory the above reorganisation is triggered, thus each Item on the Inventory is split into two storage records and a Reorganised Record Position pointer is created. In this way the second objective of clearing space in the storage area M-s is achieved.

The third query "What lenses can I buy for this Camera?" accesses the records Camera and Lens using the sets Uses and Used-on. The use of these sets does not trigger any reorganisation, even though the storage record L-model participates in the set L-item which has a new version for it, and similarly for C-model and the set C-item.

None of the queries mentioned so far involved ad hoc accesses to storage records which have more than one possible placement specification or version. These records are the ones for which it is more difficult to find out if they exist. This sort of access obviously becomes more expensive to run as time progresses when reorganisation is involved. This is because more versions of the placement specifications simply increase the complexity of the FIND.

9.3 On the Storage Structures and Mechanisms at Runtime

Chapter 7 introduced all the parts of the run-time system, and in particular the DBMS and the other parts which had to be written in order to provide the vehicle on which to test the feasibility of dynamic incremental reorganisation for a network database system. The run-time system was then expanded in Chapter 8, detailing those structures and mechanisms which were required in order to support a standard network system. Those facilities were specified by the DDL/NDL 1980 and DSDL 1981 specifications, but did not at that stage support the specified reorganisations.

Chapter 8 then went on to expand those structures to include those parts necessary to support dynamic incremental reorganisation. Some of the mechanisms which were required to support these structures together with the general rules as provided in the 1981 DSDL were then described. We will now look at the effect these structures had
on storage requirements, and the effect that the reorganisation mechanisms had in terms of the code requirements.

As can be surmised from Chapter 8 the extra storage required to support reorganisation is negligible. The page break down is as follows.

The prefix consists of two parts, a fixed part which is the same for all storage records, and a part which is dependant on the number of sets of which the storage record is specified as being a member and/or owner.

The change required to the fixed part consisted of a half word which represents an increase of 7%. For each set the version number requires 1 byte which gives an increase of approximately 8%. The header and footer do not change. This leaves the line index, which contains the Reorganised Record Position pointer which is set only when a storage record together with its prefix is reorganised to another position. When such a reorganisation occurs, the complete line index is left on that page as well as their being a line index for the record's new position. If the choice is made to include having a counter in the line index to keep a count of the number of pointers whose destination is that line index, then the filler(Fil) already present in the line index can be used. Thus the line index requires 50% more space per storage record to support dynamic incremental reorganisation, in the ratio of 3 to 2 words.

When considering the code requirements for reorganisation, the first suit of programs that was produced was the DSDL table compiler. The compiler, as described in Chapter 6, consisted of five passes. The PASCAL code requirements for each pass were: 2200 lines for Lexical Analysis; 3400 lines for Syntax Analysis; 4700 lines for Semantic Analysis; 2700 lines for Table Generation; and 4,500 lines for Version Analysis. The extra pass, Version Analysis, was required to compare the old and new versions of the storage schema, as described in Chapter 6. This code, which was required to verify dynamic incremental reorganisation specifications, was totally new, making about 25% of the total code required for the compiler.
It was thought that the initial specifications of the run-time system to support a none reorganisable storage schema, would consist of upwards of 20,000 lines of Pascal code. The increase that was required to support the reorganisation triggered by the DML verb STORE consisted of about 3,000 lines of code, about 40% of which could be used by the other DML verbs. Therefore we calculate that the increase in total would have been about 40% to 50% on top of that required to support the standard storage schema, that is about 30,000 lines in total.
The aim of this project was to show that the reorganisation facilities as provided by the 1981 JOD[86] were as feasible as they were desirable. That is to provide the DSDL ability to reorganise on a dynamic incremental basis the objects in a network database system. To this end a compiler for the DSDL, and a run-time system were designed.

The implementation of the compiler/processor for the DSDL as presented in Chapter 6 was completed first. The production of tables, required in total five passes, Lexical Analysis, Syntax Analysis, Semantic Analysis, Table Generation and Version Analysis. The latter being the unique requirement for valid reorganisation analysis. Problems incurred during the production of the compiler included; the errors in the syntax and semantics in the JOD, the none LL(1) grammar and the changing nature of the JOD.

Had the facilities of a lexical and syntax analyser been available, such as LEX and YACC, then it estimated that the compiler production time would have been reduced by a third, allowing enough time for the investigation of the production of the code related DSDL mentioned in Chapter 1. Also the discovery of the syntax faults in the DSDL would have been quicker. The novelty of the compiler would not have been changed with the new compiler techniques and any similar production of a compiler for a relational DSDL would require a similar type of Version Analysis.

Previously in the discussion a relational optimiser has been eluded to. Obviously such an optimiser must make appropriate decisions. It is possible to have not just a logical optimiser such as those provided by current management systems but also one which pertains to both storage and access mechanisms. The latter is required because the method of access provided by current systems is not always suitable to the type of data involved. During the discussion on the provision of indexes in Chapter 8 we saw that the amount and type of data accessed altered the characteristics of the indexes. To this
end, interaction between the optimiser and the database administrator is required, alone it can not do the job proficiently.

The production of the run-time system was designed around the requirements of the DML verbs, based on their relationship with the data storage and access methods taking into account the environmental restrictions imposed by the operating system. However, it was found that a simulation was not adequate because it was the details that provided the real reorganisation and the problems associated with it.

The basic structures and mechanisms required to support a DSDL were described in Chapters 7 and 8. The investigation has shown that it is not only necessary to have logical to physical description changes, but the basic structures such as indexes must be allowed to change if circumstances dictate. A small network or relational system can be adequately supported by the simplest of index structures. Growth of a system must indicate that complex structures may be required, such as those described in Chapter 8.

One of the main problems, was in deciding what does, and when is, reorganisation triggered. Also to what extent should the actions of reorganisation trigger other reorganisations. All these facilities were described in Chapters 8 and 9.

The main problem with undertaking an implementation of a run-time system for a network database system was its sheer size. Therefore, in order to simplify the production of the run-time system, although all DML verbs were investigated, the design concentrated mainly on the requirements of the verbs STORE and FIND or FETCH. Using these verbs, the effect that the access of records and the storage of records has, on reorganisation was investigated. The example in Chapter 5 and the results presented in Chapter 9 have highlighted some of the problems that arose. The first verb to be encoded was STORE, however in order to store a record it is frequently necessary to 'find' other records. For example, CLUSTERED storage for a storage record when near owner, requires the owner to be found, and that record(s) need not be the CURRENT of the set. Thus when investigating the effect of a STORE the system also generated a lot of the functionality for FIND and FETCH.
What materialised from the investigations into the triggers of reorganisations was that although possible, reorganisation could be costly in terms of storage, and very costly in terms of disk input/output. That is the pages required to be local to a run-unit could be increased by as much as 70%. Also the requirements of many systems would force, as for the example in Chapter 5, the run-time system to create FIND or FETCH forced reorganisations. Since a read only query may become more popular thus forcing extra or better access paths to be created.

The experimental evidence seems to show that although possible in a single user environment, the effects of reorganisation in a multi-user environment, could require either advanced deadlock protection, or split level reorganisation. The later would then be incremental back ground reorganisation rather than foreground reorganisation. The triggers being the units of a record accessed the actions taking place behind the scenes. However it is still difficult to see how affected records would be effected by multi-user access. For example a record is reorganised that triggers another, which is required by another run-unit, the latter updates it, the former rolls back. If the first record is not reorganised, then the second record which it undoubtedly points to, or is pointed to by that record could have an invalid prefix.

Although for the NDL this trigger effect does cascade to too many records, if many record and set types are reorganised at any one time then as for record deletion there will still be some effect on connecting sets and storage records. The same can be said for a relational system for which referential integrity constraints are defined. The best way to avoid a cascade is by using indirect pointers via storage key indexes.

The higher the number of record types and so forth participating in a new version, then the more likely they are to be affected by cascade reorganisation. Thus increasing the resource usage, wait time and the possibility of deadlock (for a multi-user system) for an application. It is believed that for a multi-user network system that the occurrence of deadlock, during high dynamic foreground reorganisation activity, is increased dramatically, possibly out of control. In effect cascaded reorganisations should be done in the background, but
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This thesis presents the methods, results and conclusions of a design and implementation of a Data Storage Description Language (DSDL). The DSDL chosen was the CODASYL Network DSDL. The design supports storage independent manipulation, for access and reorganisation of partitioned schema records, sets and indexes. The production of a Table Generator to compile the DSDL provided the basic structure and mechanisms of a run-time system for the support of dynamic incremental reorganisation. The project developed storage constructs and techniques for a machine independent Data Storage Description Language and evaluated these ideas through an implementation.

The particular objectives of the project included the evaluation of the efficiency of the techniques regarding the criteria of the storage space of tables and records, time for processing, and ease of reorganisation. By developing a run-time system to control dynamic reorganisation of a database given a new version of the storage schema for the same database.
that a reorganisation process should still be triggered by the access of the record. For a STORE however the record must be stored using the most recent version of the storage records, mapping and index, therefore it is difficult to see how any such reorganisation might not effect other storage objects.

The original intention of dynamic reorganisation is still valid, with the demise of network database systems there has come the flourishing but uncontrollable relational database system. Systems such as SQL/DS, IBM's VM/CMS relational database management system, would still benefit from the inclusion of some form of DSDL. It can be seen, from information[Bl8] that the basic storage structure available in the SQL database, is not that dissimilar to that described by this thesis. The fact that indexes can benefit from reorganisations, into such structures as defined in chapter 8, is without doubt. Although, when referential integrity is introduced into the SQL then there would arise the same cascade problems as for a network database. In other words permanent DIRECT links should be avoided when considering foreground incremental reorganisation. Current relational systems already have advanced deadlock detection facilities, provided that reorganisation across referential integrity constraints into other tables is detectable then there can be only fewer problems than those found for a network system.

Further work that could be envisaged would include the investigation of the implementation of such a DSDL for a relational system [23] as that being defined by the DBAWG. An implementation of such a system could include the manipulation of tables using predicate calculus or an SQL type language. Any such implementation should not be deterred from making use of current technology, especially in the area of transputers[Bl9] and parallel computing technology. Where it is felt that the DSDL fragmentation and multiple placement techniques would be greatly improved. In this way providing some form of a CAFS type interface, allowing the hardware to improve retrieval times. Thus removing some of the difficulties from ad hoc retrieval of multiply placed multiply versioned records.
APPENDIX A. THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SCHEMA

A.1 DDL Example Schema

(error recovery and access control omitted)

SCHEMA NAME IS Photo-Schema

RECORD Manufacturer
KEY Manu-code is M-name
DUPLCATES ARE NOT ALLOWED
  01 M-name TYPE IS CHARACTER 20
  01 Address
    02 Number FIXED 6
    02 Road CHAR 20
    02 Town CHAR 20
    02 County CHAR 20
    02 Postcode-Zip CHAR 10
    02 Country CHAR 20
  01 VAT-no CHAR 10

RECORD Shop
KEY Shop-code IS S-name
DUPLCATES FIRST
  01 S-name CHAR 20
  01 Address
    02 Number FIXED 6
    02 Road CHAR 20
    02 Town CHAR 20
    02 County CHAR 20
    02 Postcode-Zip CHAR 10
    02 Country CHAR 20
  01 VAT-No CHAR 10
  01 Chainname CHAR 20

RECORD Supplier
  01 S-name CHAR 20
  01 M-name CHAR 20

RECORD Camera
KEY C-name IS Brand-name,model
DUPLCATES NOT ALLOWED
  01 Brand-name CHAR 20
  01 Model CHAR 10
  01 Mode CHAR 5 OCCURS 3
  01 ASA-range
    02 Top FIXED 5
    02 Bottom FIXED 3
  01 Speed-range
    02 Top FIXED 5
    02 Bottom FIXED 3
  01 Flash-sync-spd FIXED 5 OCCURS 2
  01 Rec-retail-prc FLOAT 6,2

RECORD LENS
KEY L-name IS Brand-name, model
  01 Brand-name CHAR 20
  01 Model CHAR 10
  01 Type CHAR 10
  01 Macro BOOLEAN
  01 Min-max CHAR 10
  01 mm
    02 Lower FIXED 6
    02 Upper FIXED 6
  01 F-Stop
    02 Minimum FLOAT 5,2
    02 Maximum FLOAT 5,2
  01 Rec-ret-price FLOAT 6,2
RECORD Film
01 Make CHAR 20
01 Code CHAR 5
01 Size DECI 5,2
  02 num DECIMAL 5,2
  02 Measure CHAR 6
  01 ASA DECIMAL 5
  01 Rec-ret-price FLOAT 6,2
  01 Type CHAR 20
  01 Number DECIMAL 3

RECORD Chemical
01 Code CHAR 20
01 Make CHAR 20
01 Type CHAR 20
01 Size DECI 5,2
  02 num DECIMAL 5,2
  02 Measure CHAR 6
  01 REC-ret-price FLOAT 6,2

RECORD Item
01 S-name CHAR 20
01 S-Code-no CHAR 10
01 S-Price FLOAT 6,2
01 Item-type CHAR 10
01 Item-Code CHAR 10

RECORD Mount
01 C-Brandname CHAR 20
01 C-Model CHAR 10
01 L-Brandname CHAR 20
01 L-Model CHAR 10

RECORD Process
01 F-Make CHAR 20
01 F-Code CHAR 5
01 Ch-Make CHAR 20
01 Ch-Code CHAR 20
01 Ch-Type CHAR 20
01 Process CHAR 20
01 Result CHAR 10

SET NAME IS Inventory
OWNER IS Shop
ORDER FOR INSERTION IS SORTED BY DEFINED KEYS
MEMBER IS Item
MEMBERSHIP IS CONTROLLED INSERTION IS AUTOMATIC
RETENTION IS FIXED
KEY IS Item-Code
SET SELECTION IS THRU Inventory OWNER IDENTIFIED BY APPLICATION

SET Supplied-by
OWNER Shop
ORDER FIRST
MEMBER IS Supplier
MEMBERSHIP IS CONTROLLED INSERTION IS AUTOMATIC
RETENTION IS MANDATORY
SET SELECTION THRU Supplied-by OWNER IDENTIFIED BY APPLICATION

SET Supplies-to
OWNER Manufacturer
ORDER FIRST
MEMBER IS Supplier
MEMBERSHIP IS AUTOMATIC RETENTION IS MANDATORY
SET SELECTION THRU Supplies-to OWNER IDENTIFIED BY APPLICATION

SET Manufacturers
OWNER Manufacturer
ORDER SORTED DEFINED RECORD
SEQUENCE IS Camera,Lens,Film,Chemical
MEMBER IS Camera
MEMBERSHIP INSERTION AUTOMATIC OPTIONAL
KEY ASCENDING Model DUPLICATES NOT SELECTION THRU Manufacturer APPLICATION
MEMBER IS Lens
MEMBERSHIP INSERTION AUTOMATIC OPTIONAL
KEY ASC Model Duplicates NOT
SELECTION THRU Manufacturer APPLICATION
MEMBER IS FILM
MEMBERSHIP INSERTION AUTOMATIC OPTIONAL
KEY ASC Code Duplicates FIRST
SELECTION THRU Manufacturer APPLICATION
MEMBER IS Chemical
MEMBERSHIP INSERTION AUTOMATIC OPTIONAL
KEY ASC Code Duplicates LAST
SELECTION THRU Manufacturer APPLICATION

SET C-item
OWNER Camera
ORDER NEXT
MEMBER Item
MEMBERSHIP INSERTION AUTOMATIC FIXED
SELECTION THRU C-item APPLICATION

SET L-item
OWNER Lens
ORDER NEXT
MEMBER Item
MEMBERSHIP INSERTION AUTOMATIC FIXED
SELECTION THRU L-item APPLICATION

SET F-item
OWNER Film
ORDER NEXT
MEMBER Item
MEMBERSHIP INSERTION AUTOMATIC FIXED
SELECTION THRU F-item APPLICATION

SET Ch-item
OWNER Chemical
ORDER NEXT
MEMBER Item
MEMBERSHIP INSERTION AUTOMATIC FIXED
SELECTION THRU Ch-item APPLICATION

SET Uses
OWNER Camera
ORDER DEFAULT
MEMBER Mount
MEMBERSHIP INSERTION MANUAL OPTIONAL
SELECTION THRU Can-use APPLICATION

SET Used-on
OWNER Lens
ORDER DEFAULT
MEMBER Mount
MEMBERSHIP INSERTION MANUAL OPTIONAL
SELECTION THRU Can-be-used-on APPLICATION

SET Processed-by
OWNER Film
ORDER DEFAULT
MEMBER IS Process
MEMBERSHIP INSERTION MANUAL OPTIONAL
SELECTION THRU Processed-by APPLICATION

SET Used-in
OWNER Chemical
ORDER DEFAULT
MEMBER IS Process
MEMBERSHIP INSERTION MANUAL OPTIONAL
SELECTION THRU Can-process APPLICATION
APPENDIX B. VERSION 1 OF THE PHOTOGRAPHIC STORAGE SCHEMA

STORAGE SCHEMA NAME IS Photographic VERSION 1
FOR Photo-Schema SCHEMA

MAPPING FOR SHOP
STORAGE RECORDS ARE Gen-det, S-addr

MAPPING FOR Camera
STORAGE RECORDS ARE C-Model, Mod-det

MAPPING FOR Lens
IF Macro= 'TRUE'
THEN STORAGE RECORDS ARE L-model, Description, Macro
ELSE STORAGE RECORDS ARE L-model, Whole-desc

STORAGE AREA Equipment
INITIAL SIZE IS 9000 PAGES
PAGE SIZE IS 1024 CHARACTERS

STORAGE AREA F-ch
INITIAL SIZE IS 10000 PAGES
PAGE SIZE IS 1024 CHARACTERS

STORAGE AREA M-s
INITIAL SIZE IS 1000 PAGES
EXPANDABLE BY 100 PAGES
PAGE SIZE 256 WORDS

STORAGE RECORD NAME IS Gen-Det
LINK TO S-Addr IS DIRECT
PLACEMENT IS CALC Chain USING Chainname
WITHIN M-s FROM 500 THRU 999
01 S-Name
01 Vat-No
01 Chainname

STORAGE RECORD S-addr
LINK TO Gen-det
PLACEMENT IS CALC Town USING Town
WITHIN M-s FROM 500 THRU 999
01 Address
DATA ALL

STORAGE RECORD C-model
LINK TO Mod-det
PLACEMENT IS CALC Mode USING Mode
WITHIN Equipment FROM 1 THRU 499
01 Brand-name
01 Model
01 Mode OCCURS
01 Rec-retail-prc

STORAGE RECORD Mod-det
LINK TO C-model
DENSITY IS 5 STORAGE RECORDS PER PAGE
PLACEMENT IS CALC Model2 USING Model
WITHIN Equipment FROM 499 THRU 998
01 Model
01 ASA-range
DATA ALL
01 Speed-Range
DATA ALL
01 Flash-sync-speed OCCURS
01 Rec-retail-prc

STORAGE RECORD L-model
LINK TO Description, Macro is DIRECT
LINK TO Whole-desc IS INDIRECT
PLACEMENT IS CALC Models USING Model
WITHIN Equipment FROM 999 THRU 1498
01 Brand-name
01 Model
01 Type

STORAGE RECORD Description
LINK TO Macro IS DIRECT
DENSITY IS 2 STORAGE RECORDS PER PAGE
PLACEMENT IS SEQUENTIAL ASCENDING Model
WITHIN Equipment FROM 7000 THRU 8000
 01 Model
 01 Type
 01 Macro
 01 F-stop
    DATA ALL
 01 mm
    DATA ALL
 01 Rec-ret-price

STORAGE RECORD Macro
  LINK TO L-model IS DIRECT
  PLACEMENT IS CALC Min-max USING Lower, Upper
  WITHIN Equipment FROM 1499 THRU 1998
  01 Model
  01 Type
  01 Min-max
  01 F-stop
    DATA ALL
  01 mm
    DATA ALL
  01 Rec-ret-price

STORAGE RECORD Wholodesc
  LINK TO L-model
  PLACEMENT SEQUENTIAL ASCENDING Model
  WITHIN Equipment FROM 6000 THRU 6999
  01 Model
  01 Macro
  01 Min-max
  01 F-stop
    DATA ALL
  01 mm
    DATA ALL
  01 Rec-ret-price

STORAGE RECORD Manufacturer
  DENSITY IS 2 STORAGE RECORDS PER PAGE
  PLACEMENT IS SEQUENTIAL ASCENDING M-name
  WITHIN M-s FROM 1 THRU 499
    DATA ALL

STORAGE RECORD Supplier
  PLACEMENT CLUSTERED VIA SET Supplies-to
    NEAR OWNER
  WITHIN M-s FROM 1 THRU 499
    DATA ALL

STORAGE RECORD Film
  DENSITY ONE STORAGE RECORD PER 3 PAGES
  PLACEMENT CALC USING ASA
  WITHIN F-ch FROM 1 THRU 4999
    DATA ALL

STORAGE RECORD Chemical
  PLACEMENT IS SEQUENTIAL ASCENDING Type, Make
  WITHIN F-ch FROM 5000 THRU 9999
    DATA ALL

STORAGE RECORD Item
  PLACEMENT IS CLUSTERED VIA SET Inventory
    NEAR OWNER
  WITHIN M-s
    DATA ALL

STORAGE RECORD Mount
  DENSITY 3 RECORDS PER PAGE
  PLACEMENT IS CLUSTERED VIA SET Uses
    NEAR OWNER
  WITHIN Equipment
    DATA ALL

STORAGE RECORD Process
  DENSITY 3 RECORDS PER PAGE
  PLACEMENT IS CLUSTERED VIA SET Processed-by
    NEAR OWNER
  WITHIN F-ch FROM 1 THRU 4999
    DATA ALL

SET Inventory
OWNER
STORAGE RECORD Gen-det
POINTER FOR FIRST,LAST MEMBER
DESTINATION OF DIRECT POINTERS

MEMBER
STORAGE RECORD Item,
POINTER FOR NEXT,PRIOR TENANT
DESTINATION OF DIRECT POINTERS

SET Supplied-by
OWNER
STORAGE RECORD Gen-det
POINTER FOR FIRST MEMBER
STORAGE RECORD S-addr
POINTER FOR LAST MEMBER
DESTINATION OF DIRECT POINTERS

MEMBER
STORAGE RECORD Supplier
POINTER FOR NEXT,PRIOR TENANT
DESTINATION OF DIRECT POINTERS

SET Supplies-to
OWNER
STORAGE RECORD Manufacturer
POINTER FOR FIRST MEMBER
MEMBER
STORAGE RECORD Supplier
POINTER FOR NEXT TENANT,OWNER

SET Manufacturers
OWNER
STORAGE RECORD Manufacturer
POINTER FOR INDEX Man-index
MEMBER RECORD Camera
STORAGE RECORD C-model
POINTER FOR INDEX Man-index,OWNER
DESTINATION OF DIRECT POINTERS

MEMBER RECORD Lens
STORAGE RECORD Description
POINTER FOR OWNER
DESTINATION OF DIRECT POINTERS
STORAGE RECORD L-model
POINTER FOR INDEX Man-index
STORAGE RECORD Wholesdesc
POINTER FOR OWNER
DESTINATION OF INDIRECT POINTERS
MEMBER RECORD Film
STORAGE RECORD Film
POINTER FOR INDEX Man-index, OWNER
MEMBER RECORD Chemical
STORAGE RECORD Chemical
POINTER FOR INDEX Man-index,OWNER

SET C-item
OWNER
STORAGE RECORD C-model
POINTER FOR INDEX Cit-index
DESTINATION OF DIRECT POINTERS

MEMBER
STORAGE RECORD Item
POINTER FOR INDEX Cit-index,OWNER
DESTINATION OF DIRECT POINTERS

SET L-item
OWNER
STORAGE RECORD L-model
DESTINATION OF DIRECT POINTERS
POINTER FOR INDEX Lit-index

MEMBER
STORAGE RECORD Item
DESTINATION OF DIRECT POINTERS
POINTER FOR INDEX Lit-index, OWNER

SET F-item
OWNER
STORAGE RECORD Film
POINTER FOR FIRST,LAST
MEMBER
STORAGE RECORD Item
POINTER FOR NEXT, PRIOR
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SET Ch-item
OWNER
STORAGE RECORD Chemical
POINTER FOR FIRST
MEMBER
STORAGE RECORD Item
POINTER FOR NEXT

SET Uses
OWNER
STORAGE RECORD Mod-det
DESTINATION OF DIRECT POINTERS
POINTER FOR FIRST
MEMBER
STORAGE RECORD Mount
POINTER FOR NEXT

SET Used-on
OWNER
STORAGE RECORD L-model
DESTINATION OF DIRECT POINTERS
POINTER FOR FIRST
MEMBER
STORAGE RECORD Mount
POINTER FOR NEXT

SET Processed-by
OWNER
STORAGE RECORD Film
POINTER FOR FIRST
MEMBER
STORAGE RECORD Process
POINTER FOR NEXT

SET Used-in
OWNER
STORAGE RECORD Chemical
POINTER FOR FIRST
MEMBER
STORAGE RECORD Process
POINTER FOR NEXT

INDEX Wdesc-ind
USED FOR STORAGE KEY Whole-desc
WITHIN Equipment

INDEX Man-index
PLACEMENT IS NEAR OWNER DISPLACEMENT -2 PAGES
USED FOR SET Manufacturers
KEY
LINK TO OWNER
WITHIN STORAGE AREA OF OWNER

INDEX Cit-index
PLACEMENT IS NEAR OWNER DISPLACEMENT 2 PAGES
USED FOR SET C-item LINK TO OWNER
WITHIN STORAGE AREA OF OWNER

INDEX Lit-index
PLACEMENT IS NEAR OWNER
USED FOR SET L-item LINK TO OWNER
WITHIN STORAGE AREA OF OWNER

INDEX Ind-man
USED FOR RECORD Manufacturer
SCHEMA KEY Manu-code
WITHIN M-S

INDEX Ind-shop
USED FOR RECORD Shop
SCHEMA KEY Shop-code
POINTER IS DIRECT TO Gen-det
WITHIN M-S FROM PAGE 100 THRU 200

INDEX Ind-cam
USED FOR RECORD Camera
SCHEMA KEY C-name
POINTER IS DIRECT TO Mod-det
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APPENDIX C. VERSION 2 OF THE PHOTOGRAPHIC STORAGE SCHEMA

STORAGE SCHEMA NAME IS Photographic VERSION 2
FOR Photo-Schema SCHEMA

MAPPING FOR SHOP
STORAGE RECORDS ARE Gen-det, S-addr

MAPPING FOR Camera
STORAGE RECORDS ARE C-Model, Mod-det

MAPPING FOR Lens
IF Macro= 'TRUE'
THEN STORAGE RECORDS ARE L-model, Description, Macro
ELSE STORAGE RECORDS ARE L-model, Whole-desc

MAPPING VERSION 2 FOR Item
STORAGE RECORDS ARE S-item, I-item

STORAGE AREA Equipment
INITIAL SIZE IS 9000 PAGES
PAGE SIZE IS 1024 CHARACTERS

STORAGE AREA F-ch
INITIAL SIZE IS 10000 PAGES
PAGE SIZE IS 1024 CHARACTERS

STORAGE AREA M-s
INITIAL SIZE IS 1000 PAGES
EXPANDABLE BY 100 PAGES
PAGE SIZE 256 WORDS

STORAGE AREA Items
INITIAL SIZE IS 1000 PAGES
EXPANDABLE
PAGE SIZE IS 256 WORDS

STORAGE RECORD NAME IS Gen-Det
LINK TO S-addr IS DIRECT
PLACEMENT IS CALC Chain USING Chainname
WITHIN M-S
  01 S-Name
  01 Vat-No
  01 Chainname

STORAGE RECORD S-addr
LINK TO Gen-det
PLACEMENT IS CALC Town USING Town
WITHIN M-S
  01 Address
     DATA ALL

STORAGE RECORD C-model
LINK TO Mod-det
PLACEMENT IS CALC Mode USING Mode
WITHIN Equipment
  01 Brand-name
  01 Model
  01 Mode OCCURS
  01 Rec-retail-prc

STORAGE RECORD Mod-det
LINK TO C-model
DENSITY IS 5 STORAGE RECORDS PER PAGE
PLACEMENT IS CLUSTERED
  01 Model
  01 ASA-range
     DATA ALL
  01 Speed-Range
     DATA ALL
  01 Flash-sync-speed OCCURS
  01 Rec-retail-prc

STORAGE RECORD L-model
LINK TO Description, Macro is DIRECT
LINK TO Whole-desc IS INDIRECT
PLACEMENT IS CALC Models USING Model
WITHIN Equipment
01 Brand-name
01 Model
01 Type

STORAGE RECORD Description
LINK TO Macro IS DIRECT
DENSITY IS 2 STORAGE RECORDS PER PAGE
PLACEMENT IS CLUSTERED VIA SET Manufacturers
NEAR OWNER
WITHIN Equipment
01 Model
01 Type
01 Macro
01 F-stop
DATA ALL
01 mm
DATA ALL
01 Rec-ret-price

STORAGE RECORD Macro
LINK TO L-model IS DIRECT
PLACEMENT IS CALC Min-max USING Lower, Upper
WITHIN Equipment
01 Model
01 Type
01 Min-max
01 F-stop
DATA ALL
01 mm
DATA ALL
01 Rec-ret-price

STORAGE RECORD Wholesdesc
LINK TO L-model
PLACEMENT SEQUENTIAL ASCENDING Model
WITHIN Equipment
01 Model
01 Macro
01 Min-max
01 F-stop
DATA ALL
01 mm
DATA ALL
01 Rec-ret-price

STORAGE RECORD Manufacturer
DENSITY IS 2 STORAGE RECORDS PER PAGE
PLACEMENT IS SEQUENTIAL ASCENDING M-name
WITHIN M-s FROM 1 THRU 499
DATA ALL

STORAGE RECORD Supplier
PLACEMENT CLUSTERED VIA SET Manufacturers
NEAR OWNER
WITHIN M-s FROM 1 THRU 499
DATA ALL

STORAGE RECORD Film
DENSITY ONE STORAGE RECORD PER 3 PAGES
PLACEMENT CALC USING ASA
WITHIN F-ch FROM 1 THRU 499
DATA ALL

STORAGE RECORD Chemical
PLACEMENT IS SEQUENTIAL ASCENDING Type, Make
WITHIN F-ch FROM 5000 THRU 9999
DATA ALL

STORAGE RECORD Chemical VERSION 2
PLACEMENT IS CALC Codes USING Code
WITHIN Items FROM PAGE 500 THRU 1000
DATA ALL

STORAGE RECORD Item
PLACEMENT IS CLUSTERED VIA SET Inventory
NEAR OWNER
WITHIN M-s
DATA ALL

STORAGE RECORD S-item VERSION 2
LINK TO I-item IS INDIRECT
PLACEMENT CLUSTERED VIA SET Inventory
NEAR OWNER
WITHIN M-s
01 S-name
01 S-code-no
01 S-price

STORAGE RECORD I-item VERSION 2
LINK TO S-item IS INDIRECT
DENSITY IS 3 STORAGE RECORDS PER PAGE
PLACEMENT IS
   CALC calcIcode USING Item-code
WITHIN Items FROM 1 THRU 401
Item-type
Item-code

STORAGE RECORD Mount
DENSITY 3 RECORDS PER PAGE
PLACEMENT IS CLUSTERED VIA SET Uses
   NEAR OWNER
WITHIN Equipment
DATA ALL

STORAGE RECORD Process
DENSITY 3 RECORDS PER PAGE
PLACEMENT IS CLUSTERED VIA SET Processed-by
   NEAR OWNER
WITHIN F-ch FROM 1 THRU 4999
DATA ALL

SET Inventory
   OWNER
   STORAGE RECORD Gen-det
      POINTER FOR FIRST, LAST MEMBER
      DESTINATION OF DIRECT POINTERS
   MEMBER
      STORAGE RECORD Item
      POINTER FOR NEXT, PRIOR TENANT
      DESTINATION OF DIRECT POINTERS

SET Inventory VERSION 2
   OWNER
      STORAGE RECORD Gen-det
         POINTER FOR FIRST, LAST MEMBER
         DESTINATION OF DIRECT POINTERS
   MEMBER
      STORAGE RECORD S-item
      DESTINATION OF INDIRECT POINTERS
      POINTER FOR NEXT, PRIOR MEMBER

SET Supplied-by
   OWNER
      STORAGE RECORD Gen-det
         POINTER FOR FIRST MEMBER
      STORAGE RECORD S-addr
         POINTER FOR LAST MEMBER
         DESTINATION OF DIRECT POINTERS
   MEMBER
      STORAGE RECORD Supplier
         POINTER FOR NEXT, PRIOR TENANT
         DESTINATION OF DIRECT POINTERS

SET Supplies-to
   OWNER
      STORAGE RECORD Manufacturer
         POINTER FOR FIRST MEMBER
   MEMBER
      STORAGE RECORD Supplier
         POINTER FOR NEXT TENANT, OWNER

SET Manufacturers
   OWNER
      STORAGE RECORD Manufacturer
         POINTER FOR INDEX Man-index
   MEMBER RECORD Camera
      STORAGE RECORD C-model
         POINTER FOR INDEX Man-index, OWNER
         DESTINATION OF DIRECT POINTERS
   MEMBER RECORD Lens
      STORAGE RECORD Description
         POINTER FOR OWNER
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DESTINATION OF DIRECT POINTERS
STORAGE RECORD L-model
POINTER FOR INDEX Man-index
STORAGE RECORD Wholedesc
POINTER FOR OWNER
DESTINATION OF INDIRECT POINTERS
MEMBER RECORD Film
STORAGE RECORD Film
POINTER FOR INDEX Man-index, OWNER
MEMBER RECORD Chemical
STORAGE RECORD Chemical
POINTER FOR INDEX Man-index, OWNER

SET C-item
OWNER
STORAGE RECORD C-model
POINTER FOR INDEX Cit-index
DESTINATION OF DIRECT POINTERS
MEMBER
STORAGE RECORD Item
POINTER FOR INDEX Cit-index, OWNER
DESTINATION OF DIRECT POINTERS

SET C-item VERSION 2
OWNER
STORAGE RECORD C-model
POINTER FOR INDEX Cit-index
DESTINATION OF DIRECT POINTERS
MEMBER
STORAGE RECORD S-item
POINTER FOR INDEX Cit-index, OWNER
DESTINATION OF DIRECT POINTERS

SET L-item
OWNER
STORAGE RECORD L-model
DESTINATION OF DIRECT POINTERS
POINTER FOR INDEX Lit-index
MEMBER
STORAGE RECORD Item
DESTINATION OF DIRECT POINTERS
POINTER FOR INDEX Lit-index, OWNER

SET L-item VERSION 2
OWNER
STORAGE RECORD L-model
DESTINATION OF DIRECT POINTERS
POINTER FOR INDEX Lit-index
MEMBER
STORAGE RECORD I-item
DESTINATION OF INDIRECT POINTERS
POINTER FOR INDEX Lit-index, OWNER

SET F-item
OWNER
STORAGE RECORD Film
POINTER FOR FIRST, LAST
MEMBER
STORAGE RECORD Item
POINTER FOR NEXT, PRIOR

SET F-item VERSION 2
OWNER
STORAGE RECORD Film
POINTER FOR FIRST, LAST
MEMBER
STORAGE RECORD S-item
DESTINATION OF DIRECT POINTERS
POINTER FOR NEXT

SET Ch-item
OWNER
STORAGE RECORD Chemical
POINTER FOR FIRST
MEMBER
STORAGE RECORD Item
POINTER FOR NEXT

SET Ch-item VERSION 2
OWNER
STORAGE RECORD Chemical
3-4
POINTERS FOR FIRST
MEMBER
STORAGE RECORD S-item
    POINTER FOR NEXT

SET Uses
OWNER
    STORAGE RECORD Mod-det
        DESTINATION OF DIRECT POINTERS
        POINTER FOR FIRST
MEMBER
    STORAGE RECORD Mount
        POINTER FOR NEXT

SET Used-on
OWNER
    STORAGE RECORD L-model
        DESTINATION OF DIRECT POINTERS
MEMBER
    STORAGE RECORD Mount
        POINTER FOR NEXT

SET Processed-by
OWNER
    STORAGE RECORD Film
        POINTER FOR FIRST
MEMBER
    STORAGE RECORD Process
        POINTER FOR NEXT

SET Used-in
OWNER
    STORAGE RECORD Chemical
        POINTER FOR FIRST
MEMBER
    STORAGE RECORD Process
        POINTER FOR NEXT

INDEX W-desc-ind
    USED FOR STORAGE KEY Whole-desc
    WITHIN Equipment

INDEX Man-index
    PLACEMENT IS NEAR OWNER DISPLACEMENT -2 PAGES
    USED FOR SET Manufacturers
    KEY
    LINK TO OWNER
    WITHIN STORAGE AREA OF OWNER

INDEX Cit-index
    PLACEMENT IS NEAR OWNER DISPLACEMENT 2 PAGES
    USED FOR SET C-item LINK TO OWNER
    WITHIN STORAGE AREA OF OWNER

INDEX Lit-index
    PLACEMENT IS NEAR OWNER
    USED FOR SET L-item LINK TO OWNER
    WITHIN STORAGE AREA OF OWNER
APPENDIX D. SCHEMA NDL ORIENTED TOKENS IGNORING COMPLICATED SET SELECTION

- SCHEMA sc-name
  - RECORD rec-name
    - KEY key-name
      - ASCENDING d-id
      - DESCENDING
    - DUPLICATES
      - FIRST
      - LAST
      - NOT
      - DEFAULT
    - levno
      - data-name
        - TYPE
          - BIT int
          - CHARACTER int
          - NUMERIC int
          - BOOLEAN
        - OCCURS int
        - CONDITIONAL
        - SOURCE
        - RESULT
        - CHECK
          - NEGATIVE
          - POSITIVE
E.1 DSDL Overall Structure Syntax Graphs

- STORAGE SCHEMA ENTRY
- MAPPING DESCRIPTION ENTRY
- STORAGE AREA ENTRY
- STORAGE RECORD ENTRY
- SET ENTRY
- INDEX ENTRY
E.2 DSDL Overall Subentry Structure Graphs

STORAGE SCHEMA ENTRY

STORAGE SCHEMA CLAUSE

MAPPING DESCRIPTION ENTRY

MAPPING SUBENTRY

STORAGE AREA ENTRY

STORAGE AREA CLAUSE

INITIAL SIZE CLAUSE

PAGE SIZE CLAUSE

STORAGE RECORD ENTRY

STORAGE RECORD SUBENTRY

PLACEMENT SUBENTRY

DATA SUBENTRY

SET ENTRY

SET SUBENTRY

OWNER SUBENTRY

MEMBER SUBENTRY

INDEX ENTRY

INDEX CLAUSE

PLACEMENT CLAUSE

POINTER CLAUSE

USED CLAUSE

WITHIN CLAUSE
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Figure 49. Modular Diagram of the DML verb STORE
APPENDIX H. PAPERS WRITTEN BY THE AUTHOR

ALZ-WP-8001 A fourteen page document of DSDL editing errors and questionable ambiguities. (Put to the DDLC via DBAWG and ABERDEEN proposals.)

ALZ-WP-8101 Reference is made to the DDL for all conditions, but words used in conditions are not present in the DSDL reserved word list. (DBAWG-8104)

ALZ-WP-8102 The 'MEMBER' ambiguity.

ALZ-WP-8103 The ambiguous syntax points of the DSDL.

ALZ-WP-8104 The Set clause (syntax rule 4 part b) referenced a constraint no longer present in the DDL.

ALZ-WP-8105 The Within clause, demonstrated an inconsistency in its integer specification.

ALZ-WP-8106 The Syntax description of the Set Entry was incorrect, a variety of correct syntaxes were proposed.

ALZ/SJC-WP-8201 Further to ALZ-WP-8106 the draft for a DBAWG paper on the Set Entry as subentries was compiled. This includes the Member ambiguity.
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APPENDIX J. DETAILS OF RELATED STUDIES

The references given in Appendix I have all been accessed as part of the course of guided study.
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